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ABS1RJ\CT 

~N . 
I.' Herein is reported an experimental evaluation of a model 

~ 

,atter Abdel-J\Um ano lIamielec, for bulk and suspension polymeri-

zation of vinyl chloride for the con~it~ons of noniso thcnnal·, poly

merization ariel I>blymerization with multiple initia:tor systems. ' 

'TI1e model prcdic tions [or these ra thcr ex trcme conditions 

are reasonable. It appears that with minor modifications the 
~ 

model could be used to design 'initiator systems and to develop 
. 

new molecular weight rec::ipes for commercial initiators. 
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INTROlJJCT ION 

-
ll1Cre is urgent need in the PVC industry for a 1Tl.1thematical 

roodel for mass and suspension polymeriz.ation which can a~curately pre-o 

-
diet conversion-time histories and molecular weight development using 

, (: 

multiple initiator systems tmder isothermal and nonisothennal condi~ 

tions. Such a model would be u~ed to design multiple initiator system~ 

to mi.nimize hatch times and to develop new molecular weight recipes. 

Many models have been proposed and publ ished. and they will be 

discussed later. lIowever, only one qlodcl, gives accurate predictic1nS 

e'ven at Idgh convers ions and complete molecular weight calculations. 

'[his model was developed by Abdel-Alim and HamieJec. Unfortunately 

this model up to the present time has been tested wKler the following, 

rather restricted conditions: Isothcnnal polymerization using only one 
" 

initiator (AIBN) at thr,ee temperature levels of 30°, sao mid 70°C. It 

was therefore decided to test the appl icability of this model using 

nonisothcnnal polymerization and mlll t iple ini t iator systems. In addi

tion, Lucidol Division of Pcn~, ... al.f CorporatioI1,j,,'a U.S. peroxlde pro

duc('r has recently publ ished rather ('xtcnsive rate data for isothennal 

suspension polymerization of vinyl chloride using one and two initiator 

systems. 'nlesc rate data were also used to test the applicapility of 

the rodel. 

Parts I and I I also include a rather extensive review of PVC r' 

tecJmology and the variolls models that have been publ ishcd for I1klSS and 

suspension ImlymerizatiQn of vinyl chloride. 

( .l 

.' 
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1.1 GENERAL ___ 1' 

The-term Polyvinyl Chloride, or PVC, indicates homopo1ymers of 
~ 

vinyl chloride and incorrectly copolymers containing amoW1ts of vinyl-

idene chloride, vinyl acetage, ethylene-, propylene or acrylates. 

Being a very well known memb~r of the family of vinyl polymers, 
. , 

PVC ranks as' the second most important polymer after ethylene. Its 

annual production rate in the U.S.A. has increased at an average annual 
,~ . . 

growth rate of the order of twelve percent. 

Until about forty years ago, PVC was considered a laboratory 

curiosity. In 1974, the production volume was 9.2 million metric tons 
'{, 

world-wide, inciuding 2.2 'million me'tric tons in the U .. S.A. (Figure 1). 

3 

Assuming a minimum predicted arulUal growth rate of the order of eight 

percent, these figures will be increased to 14.6 and 3-5 million tons by 
,\ 

1980. The event of vin'l chloride being established a'S. a probable carcin-
.. ' , 

ogenic seems to have had only a short term negative impact. On the 

long term, by substantially reducing monomer and polymer waste, using 
- . 

much larger polymerization reactors and eliminating residual monomer 

from the PVC res~ industry seems to be able to overcome the toxicity 

problem, At the present time the 1-5 ppm monomer 'lUnit has already been 

achieved by some ~ufact~ers. Another positive factor is that only 43% 

of PVC is made fr~m material based on petroleum. Additionally, a cubic 

centimeter of PVC contains only 0.60 g hydrocarbon, while polymers such 

, 
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as polyethylene, polypropylene, ABS and polystyrene contain at least 

0.90 g hydrocarbon. ~TIlis is expected to influence ,the growth rate 

positively. 

Polyvinyl chloride is a ver-y versatile polymer and finds exten
. ,,~ . 

sive use in a gr.eat va~iety of products. In the construction industry 

it is used for flooring, wire insulation, waste and water pipes, window 

5 

frames, external siding, etc. Phonograph records, balls, cans, toys and 

garden hoses are some other appiication~. A large number of fabricating 

lllcthods allows the fonnulation of the final product. Film coating, blow 

molding, injection moldblg, extrusion and calendering are the most 

cOllUTIon. 

The resin is conrnercially produced via bulk, suspension, emul-

sion and solution processes. Each one of these processes has its own 

advantages and disadvantages. Suspension is the most important method, 

accounting for about 80% of the total PVC production. All-the above 

processes are heterogeneous, the polymer being insoluble in its own 

monomcr and in water. 

The molecular properties and the polymer microstructure seem to 

depend almost exclusively on the reaction temperatu~. But macroproper

ties such as particle size, parhcl.e size distribution, bulk density and 

porosity, seem to vary substantially with the type of. process. In the 

following chapters we will briefly discuss most of the above mentioned 

characteristics of PVC. The low price, the good compounding ability, 

physical, chemical and weathering properties, as well as excellent 

! 



processability contribute to the rapid growth of PVC production world-

wide. 

, 
PVC is one of the most extensively investigated and studied 

polymers. Such studies deal with polymerization kinetics, golymer 

cl~racterization, degradation, rheology, processing and more recently 

toxicity. There are still, despite the huge commercial production of. 
• J ') 

6 

PVC, many probl ems that have not been so.:(zeq. For example, the mechanism 

of polymer particle formation is not 'yet c~pletely understood and there 

is no mathematical model describing the particle size and ,the size dis-

tribution. We believe that with the re~ent advent of improved analytical 

instruments and techniques, it will be possible to further explore and 

better understand these mechanisms in the n'ear future. 

I. 2 TI IE tvUNCMER 

Vinyl chloride is a toxic,colourless gas with a pleasant sweet 

odour. It is normally used as compressed liquified gas. The atmospheric 

boiling point is -13.8°c\and the vapour pressure at rooln temperat~e is 

about 50 psi. It is extremely volatile and flammable .. 

I.2.1 Preparation 

Current commercial processes for production of vinyl chloride' 

monomer (VCM) are the following: 

(a) Acetylene and lIei react directly over mercury chloride to produce 

vin~l chloride 

CH :: CH + IIC! + 01
2 

= CHe! + Heat 



> , 

.' 

-
Acetyle~e is obtained from the petrochemical industry or from 

calcium carbide. 
,. 

The catalyst may be either mercury chloride(4,S) 0," even other , 

halogenated heavy metal (6) . 

Arsine, phosphine and other compounds act as poisons to the 
~ 

reaction, 'so the' gas' stre~s have to b~ dry and clean. 

(b) Ethylene and chlorine react to produce: ethylene dichloride. 
, i 

followed by cracking to produce vinyl chloride and HCl. 

CIIZ = GIZ + C1 2 -~ ~~ 012~1 - ·CH2Cl 

a-IZGl - GrZCl 500°C ~ CII
Z 

=. CHCl + HCl t 

. 
(c) The balanced process: TIus combines the previous twO' methods. 

Here the hydrogen chloride produced in (b) reacts according to 

the first method to produce VCM. This method has been used 
-I 

7 

commerc~ally in Japan and a flowsheet of the process is giv~n by 

Buckley(7). \' 

(d) The oxyd~loFination technique; This may be carried out in one 

or two steps. 

Two step nrocess: 

Oxychlorination followed by pyrolysis 

ZllCl ~ !i)i + ClZ + 2CZH4 -~ 2C ZII4C1 2 + H20 

CZH4CI Z --+ CHZOICl + HCl 

One step process: 

Combines oxychlorination \vith pyrolysis 



r 

8 

, t 

,Almost all VCM produced today is based on ethylen~ and on oxychlori-

nation processes commercialized since 1960. TIle change from acetylene 

to ethylene based processes reduced the price ofyG1 by a factor of about 

two and this is one main reason for the increased production and use of 

polyvinyl-chloride. 

1.2.2 Monomer quality and Impuritios 

The quality of VG1 is' always a very important factor in polymeri

zation because impuriti~s may affect the reaction kinetics and'tbe quaiity 

of the final product. Today'most of the qua,lity problems have been eli-

minated'and the vinyl chloride produced is of a high purity. Typical 

analysis of the n~nomer used for PVC prod~ction is shown in Table'l. 
I 

Impurities may affect_the kmetics via the initiati'on and chain 

transfer steps, As an exarnple we have found that iron oxides contribute 

to a faster ini~iator decomposition. Using stainless steel ampoules we 
• 

f9und that the reaction rates are higher compared to the rates we measured 

using glass ampoules. These higher reaction rates may be due to the 
, . 

. presence of iron oxides on the inner surface of the stamless steel am~, 

paules. 

I,. 2. 3 ~hysical Properties 

Selected physical properties of veN are sununarized in Table 3. 

A list of.emplrical equations relating ~elected physical properties.of 1 

VQ..1 to temperature ·is given in Table 2. 

D 

/ 



TABLE 1 

TYPICAL QUALI1Y COOTROL ANALYSIS OF VINYL CI'lLORIDE(8) 

PROPERTY 

APPEI\HANCE 
COLOR 
i\(:IDI'IY, AS HCl 

. mON, AS Fe 
NON -VOLATI LE HES I WE 
WATI.:R ' 
SULFUR, AS S02 
PEROXIDES 
.:\CETALDEHYDE 
ACETYLENE 

. OXYGEN 
~!E1HYL CHLORIDE 
BUTADIENE 

TYPICAL ANALYSIS 

CLFAR, FREE OF SUSPENDED MATrER ( 
COLORLI:SS, \VATER -WI 11 n~· . 
< i Prt-I 
0.2 PPJ>.I 
10 PP~I 
4S PPM 
< 1 PPM 
< Q.06 Pl1\1 
< 1 Hlt--I 
< 1 PRvl 
500 PPf'.1 
100 PIN 
10 PPM 

TABLE 2 

I1>fPIRIO\L CORRELATION OF VINYL CIILORIDE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES (8) 

VAPOR PRESSURE mm Hg 
DENS ny grn/ cc 
LICVID VISCOSI'IY CEf'fl'IPOISES 
f~~T CAPACITY, LIQUID cal/gm/°C 

. lATENT HEAT OF VAPORIZATION K cal 
SURFACE TENSION dynes/on 
HEAT CAPACITY VAPOR cal/gmrC 

, 

LQGIOP = 7.356-1170t °C 
p = 047.9-1.89tOC 
'LOGiQ~= -3.957xlO- 3tOC-O.626 
Cy):: O.O'tS8tOC + 18.67 
6fw = 5014 - 17.04tOC 
o = 1953 - 0.1413t(OC) 
Cp :: 12.13 + ·O.0275t(OC) 

9 
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'TABLE 3 

SELECTED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES Of VINYL ClILORIDE 

, 
PROPERTY 

Molecular Weight 
Boiling Point at 760 mm'lIg, °c 
Melt ing Point, °C 
Colour 
Density, Liquid, gm/m1 
Viscosity, Liquid Cps 
Viscosity, Vapor Cps 
Surface Tension, Dynes/~m 
Refractive Index D Line 
Vapor Pressure, mm IIg 
neat Capacity Cp, Cal/mol/oC -Liquid 

-Vapor 
Latent Ileat of vaporization, lIv, cal/mol 
La tent lIeat of FusiOl'l., l~n, caljmol 
lIeat of Formation, ,\If, K Cal/mol -
free Energy of Formation, G}:, K Cal/mol 
IIcatof Polymerization, lip, K Cal/mol 
Flash Point; Cleveland Open Cup, °c 
E.,<plosive Limit, Vol % in air 
Critical Temperature, t e, °c 
Critical Pressure, Pc, Atmospheres 
Critical Volume, Vc , cc/mol 
Cri tical Compressibility, crv /RT) , Z 
Dielectric Constant at 10 5 lIerz 
Dissipa tion Factor at 105 i'Ierz 
Solubility of Water in, Vinyl Chloride, wt'!; 
Autogeneous Ignition Temperature, °C 
Solubility of Vinyl Chloride in Water, wn 

2S 
25 
2S 
25 
2S 
2S 
25 
25 
2S 

2S 

-21 
, - 21 

2S 

30 

VALUE 

62.501 
-13.80 

-153.69 
Colorless 

0.9013 
0.185 
0.0108 

16.0 
1. 3642 
2943 

20.56 
12.82 

4710 
1,172 
8480 

10 

12.386 
-25.3 ± 0.5 
-78 

3.6 - 26.4 
147 

56 
179 
0.29 
7.05 
0.0011 
0.11 

472.,22 
D.'.!. 

. , 
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I.2.4 Safety - Toxicity 
., 

The flanunabili ty of VCN has been the cause of several serious 
L . ' 

fires and explosions due to accumulation of vinyl chloride. It is 
easily ignited by a spark in the explosive composition range of 3.'6,% -

26% in air. 

Two additional hazards, acroostcolysis ana angiosarcoma are 

attributed to VQvI. In acroosteolysis, the bone in the f0gers slowly 

dissolves. If contact with VCM is eliminated in the early stages, the 

bone~ay regenerate completely in o~ or two years. 

Even though VCM was considered to be very low in toxicity, re-

searchers fOlmd that it cause,s angiosarcoma, a Conn of liver cancer, 

even at concentrations as low as ,SO ppm. ,Because of 'the carcinogenic 

properties of the monomer, worker exposure is not alloweq to exceed 1 

ppm in an 8 hour day: For higher concentrations, "masks and other pro

tective equipment, combined with continuous monitoring systcrn5 (chro-
, . 

matographs) have to be used. -

One additional precaution was to reduce the amount of monomer 

containe~lc polyvinyl chloride resin. TIllS amountowas about 0.2% 

VGl before January 1975. This Is equal to 37 million 1bs of vinyl 

chlori~e during 1974., Recently con~panies offer veql pure PVC resin 

containing only 1 ppm. 

" 

11 
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I.3 POLYMERIZATION TECHNIQUES. 

PolyVinyl c,hloride is commercially pr?ducecl by bulk, suspension 

emulsion and solution polymerization. DlC suspension process is the 

major manufacturing tcclmique. 80% of the total PVC is produced by sus-
'. fJ 

pension polyn1erization, 12% by' elnulsion, 7.5% by bulk and 0.5% by sol.u-

tion polymerization (8) . The suspension process is favoured because it 

has the qdvantage of good process control. and low cost of separation and . , 

( drying the resin. The literature contains [eN details of corrunercial 

. processes. A brief revie,,, of the main processes is given beloN. 

1.;5.1 Bulk Process (9) 

In this pwcess the monomer is polymerized Nithout diluents. 

TI1e important advantage of this mbthod is the production of polymer free 

:'of impurities. A major problem is heat removal, and the control of the 

reaction rate presents serious difficulties. The bulk process was of no 

corrmercia.l interest until the middle 60s, 'when Pechiney-St.Gobain deve-
, -

lope.~ a new process. 

"'''''-;Zq. the original one step process (10) a 3000 gallon ball mill was 
" I.. 

'> 

used as the'Teactor. The balls arc used to convert the precipitated 
'. , 

fluffy PVC ~to\ a fine po\\der sui table for extrusion (:Uld calender.ing. 
, 

Fu~ther developmen.t led to tJ1e RhOne- Poulenc bul.k process, schematically 

shown in Figure 2. '~iS is a two stage process (11) . During the first 

step, polymerization u~ to 10% conversion o~curs in a standard vertical 

high shear agitated reactor, the so-called prepolymerizer. lIal f of the 

monomer is fed into the reactor. The agitation speed and the temperature 



FIGURE 2 
~OOUCTIOH Of rol'(VINYL' CHLORIDE 

8v THE RHOHE-",OLIG BULK I"ROCESS 

c ..... ,.,.. 

"'" "L"" ~L ______ -J~--------•• --------l------------------------'-------------------------------

J-

OYt" 
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detenninc the size of the polymer particles which ac t as seeds for the 

second stage (12) . 

During the second step the reaction mixture is transferred from 

the polymcrizcr to ,the main rea~tor. '111e second half .of the monomer is 

fed, together with the mixture from the first stage, into the specially 

14 

designed, well agitated horizontal reactor where the reaction goes up to 

75-80% conversion. The horizontal autoclave reactor is called the post

polymcrizer and is loaded with scraper hlade type agitation to he able 

to handle the PVC powder during the last stages of the reaction. The 

reaction is completed in 5-9 hours and stops simply by evaporating the 

lmreacted monomer which is condensed and recycled. 111e system of the 

two reactors is shown Ul Figure 3. 

STEP n 

J'igure:3 

lhus, one line consists of one big prepolymer i::er equipped \vith a refllL,( 

condenser and cooling jacket, four In..'lin reactor autoclaves cOlmccted in 

J 
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parallel, a VOt compressor, storage tanks~ fil ters and auxiliary equip~ 

mente One line has an average capacity of 30-45 million pounds of dry-

blend resin per year. Pechiney has also pa tented a vertical reactor with 

two agitators, and a reflLL,( condenser. This reactor has a capacity of 

10,000 gal and may replace the horizontal pos.t-polymerizers in the future. 

1.3.2 Suspension Process 

Currently this is the most important method [or PVC production. 

About 80% of the total PVC made today is produced by the suspension 
.. 

process. In this tecimique, the continuous phase is water, with vinyl 

chloride monomer droplets u'ispersed in the wdter phase by means of sus-, 

pension agents. The particle size range obtained is SO-ISO microns. The 

cost of manufacturing is significantly lower than for emulsion and 

solution processes. Impurities also, such as emulsifiers, suspension 

agents and protective collcfids, arc at a substantially lower level than 
, 

elnnls ion res ins. lhe type sand amolU1 ts 0 f sus pens ion agents conunerc iall y 

used arc the subjects of numerous patents <md affect particle size, size 

distribution, porosity and the shape of the particles . ... 
, \ 

It should also be mentioned that, since watcr is the continuous 

. pl4'lSC, we do not have very significant heat transfer problems and the .. 
process control is good. A schematic of a suspension polymerization 

pl<U1t is shown in Figure 4. 

1. 3. 3 Emulsion Process 

By using an emulsifyins agent we can produc.e a fine particle . . 
size dispersion in water. The polymer emulsion may be coagulated and 
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dried for processing applications, or it may be spray dried to produce 

plastisol resins. For latex applications the particle sizes produced 

are extremely fine. The polymerization equipment is sbnilar to the 

suspension process and the ~ter, as in suspension, permits the effec-

~r tive heat removal. Disadvantages of the method are the high cost of 

manufacture and the high levels of emulsifiers and protective colloids 

in the final product. A schematic plan of the emulsion process is 

shown iri Figure s. o 

1.3.4 Solution Process 

The Union Carbide solution process, described by a mnnber of 

paterts, was 

_.~~roduc:s 
tion coating 

developed for vinyl chlor'ide-vinyl acetate copolymers. 
'"", 

are highly tmi"ronn..,and.the applications are mainly solu-

and fiber resins where the high quality and tmifonnity 

,justify the higher pToduction C0St. 111e polymerization is carried out 

in solvents usually organic hydrocarbons. '111e process u!?es standard 

reactors continuously fed with the co-monomers, hydrocarbon solvent 

and initiators. The- slurry produced is continuously fed into solid-

liquid separators. 'D1e solvent and the residual co-monomers are re-
I 

covered and recycled continuously. The disadvantage of the metllod is 

the high cost due to the need for efficient solvent recovery . 

" \ 

. ; 
! 
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I .4 PVC PROPERTIES 

1.4.1 Microproperties 

(a) Chain configur~tion 

The carbon. atom in the vinyl chloride molecule is mainly 

responsible for the three different modes of addition of a n~w mono

mer lU1i~ on the polymer chain during propagation. The three diffe-

rent modes are known as head-io-tail, head-to-head and tail-tp-tai1 

structure, (as shown in Figure 6). Marvel and coworkers(l3) have 

shown the head-to-tai1 structure to be predominant (greater than 99%) 

in PVC homopolymer. The carbon atom is also responsible' for the 

variable chain stereoregularity. 

Since the terminal carbon atom on each radical is fre.e to 

rotate, there are two different arrangements for the chlorine atom 

contaIned in the GICI group. When all the chlorine atoms are found 

in t}~ same position (relati~e to the plane containing the backbone 

carbon-f.:arbon bonds), an isotactic chain results; (See Figure 6) _. In 

this figure the dotted line bonds lie below the plane of the paper, 

the thin triangular bonds l'ie above· this plane. When the \ chlo/ ine 
/ 

19 

atoms are in an alternating configuration, the result is asyndiotactic 

chain; (see Figure 6) . 

. An extensive investigation of the stereoregular,ity of PVC 

homopolr.mers as a flIDction of polymerization temperature (in the range 

-50°C to 70°C) was obtained by high resolution NMR (220 MHz) (14,15) 
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.. 

TIle Arrhenius equation obtained is given as 

1-5 tn - = 0.8455 
5 

349.3 
T 

'" .' where s is the :instantaneous fraction of syndiotactic diads. (See 

FigUre 7). 

(b) Branchins 

21 

Transfer react~ to polymer ~suallY give rise to bran-

') ~hing effects. The'degrec of branching i~ cletennined by infrared 
~ 

# ... ~ 

analysis on polyethylene obtamed through reduction of we. TIle lower 

the polymerization temperature, the lower the degree of branching; 

Generally branching is not highly prevalent in pve polymerized below 
, ' 

room, temperature. Many workers have shown that the ~egree of branching . 
drops with temperature and is zero for polymer prepared at 75°C. (16) 

Lyilgaae Jorgensen(l5) reported that the degree of branching in COIT11ler

cial ~e is 0.4 to O.S 013/100 G12; 10% are long branGhes and 90%'are 

short branches. 

,~ . 
, ,','Il , 

.\ 
\ 
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(c) Molecular Weight Distribution (MWD~ 

It has b~en established experimentally that the amowlt of 

branching is negligible in PVC. Simple kinetic analysis in such a case 

shows that when transfe:r: to monomer is the dominant step in the molecu-

lar weight development then 

in 'both ~mer and polymer 

the molecular wei~1t distribution, produced 

pimses, is the most probable distribution . 

.. 
W (r) = r exp (- I- ) 

(r ) 2 r n 
n , 

where r is the chain length, W(r) the weight fraction of chain length r 

and r is the monber average chain length. Then the ratio of the w~ight n 
-

average molecular weight ~ to the mnnber average molecular weight ~ , v 

theoretically will be 2.0. 

Miny workers compared theoretical MWD wi th experimen~ally mea

sured ones and fOW1d them in excellent agreemcnt(17,18). They also 

fOUfld that ~IWD does J.:l.ot vary with conversion during the course of the 

reaction, provided th~€QDditions are iso~hermal . 
. 1.4. 2 Macroproperties of PVC 

(a) Glass Transition' Temperat~re (Tg). 

Tg is defined as the temperature below which pOlymers are 

glassy, hard and brittl~. Above Tg polymers are softer, more flexible 

and have better impact streI:\gth. Some of the i!nPortant physical pro

perties of the polymers change significantly ~ea~ the Glass Transition 

Temperature. Specific vol~e and shear modules are examples of proper-
... 

-ties that change at Tg. Table 4 shows some typical values for Tg. 



TABLE 4 

( , . 

Tg For Some Common Polymers 

Polyethylene 
Polyisoprene 
Polypropylene ' 
PoLyvinyl chloride 
Polyvinyl acetate 
Polystyrene 
Pofymethyl methacrylate 

c ) 

Tg(°C) 

-110
1 

- 70 
- 18 

82 
30 

100 
105 
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Reding et al~19) showed that 'there is a negative linear dependence of Tg 

on polymerization temperature; the dependence of Tg on temperature IS 

shown in Figure 8. 

Plasticization or copolymerization of vinyl chloride usually tends 

to reduce Tg significantly, increasing the softness and> the flexibility 

of the fina,l product. 

(b) Crystalline ~1el ting Temperature (lin) 

Tm is defined as the melting temperature of the crystalline , 

domain of the polymer. nn is higher than Tg. The melting point of PVC 

depends on polymerization temperature and more specifically on stereo-

regu,larity and"crystallinit~. The Tm for commercial PVC (prepared at 

about SO-60°C) i,s found to be about 200°C. 

(c) CrYstallinity - ~blecular aggregation 

Polyvinyl chloride is not generally classified as a crystal

line polymer. Crystallinity,and molecular aggregation are relatively low 

) 
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in,€:Olrnnercial PV,C pol)'lners) but they both seem to influence the m~lt 

rheology and processing characteristics of the polymer) as well as the , . 

26. 

stability of the particles. They are both associated with tHe syndio

tactic sequenccs, their length,and the molecular weight. Crystal struc-

t1:U'e is fypical of syndiotactic, pOlymers with a repeat corres-

ponding to [our chain carbon 'atoms. 
> . 

Con'Oncrcial pOl}l1lerS produced nt tcmpel;atures beth/ee 30 and 70°C 

have low degrees of crystalUnity and aggregatjon. Cryst( 

between 5-15% and only weak molecu~ar aggregates. exist and range from 0% 

ahove SO°C to 10% at 30°C. Both crystallinity and aggregation increas.e 

rapidly below room temperature as shown in Table 5. 1 f tho' reaction tem-.., '-, 
, , 

perature is as 10\v as -10°C, then 80% of the PVC produced 'is in the, fonn 

of mOlecular aggregates and crys tallini ty increases to about. 60%. lIeating 
. ' 

is the usual way to disintegrate the aggregates. Several studies. show' 

that ag~p:egates persist in the rigid and plasticized melts affecting melt 

Vis~osity and extrusion characteristics . 

. (d) Polymer par ticle size. 

The shape, the size and particle substnlctul'e influence 
~ , 

vcry significantly the ,utility of a 'polymer. . Plasticizer absot:Ption, 

bulk density, particle flow and melt rheology are some of the properties 

affected. 

1'he particle s LZe of the res in produced depends on the process 
c 

~and :onditions. 'l1lC t}1)C and thc runOlmt of ndditives, as well ~s 

,the degr~e and type of agitation, In,;lY modify the particle size produced. 

) 

f , 
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, - TABLE 5 

POL l1-1ERlZATION s)}''DIOTACTIC DEGREE ·WFAK 
'ID1P. °C DlADS OF BRANOiING AGGREGATES 

(FRACTION) (Q{3J100 GI2) % 

90 0.27 0 

70 .17 a 
60 .21 0.20 a 
50 .24 0.20 a 
45 1.2 

40 .28 2.5 

35 - 3.9 

30 .32 10.9 

20 .36 0.15 
, -10 .50 64.3 

-15 0.05 

-30 .61 0 . 
-50 .76 a 
-75 0.0 

STRONG 
AGGREGATES 

% 

a 
0 

a 
a 
0 

0 

0 

0 

a 
14.2 

82.8 

87.1 

J 

CRYSTALLINI1l' 
% (Xc) 

.., 

11. 3 

11.3 

13.2 

15.0 

57.3 

84.2 

, .. ' 

N 
--.J 

, 

,-";. 

I 

,~ 

~ 
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PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF SUSPENSION AND BULK PVC 
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'1110 particles produced from sllspen5ion PVC are usually 20 tQ 

250 micron. TIley are characterized by highly spherical substructure 

particles 0.1 to 1. a micron, and a per icellll~ar skin apparently caused 

by the sUspension agents. 

The bulk pv.e particles are similar in size to suspension PVC • 

but are less spherica.l and have an open surface structure. Another 

dlaracteristic is the narrower particle size distribution,. as shown i.n 

Figure 9. 

The emulsion particles range fran 0.01 to 1.0 micron and they 

are Jsually quite dense compared to the suspension or hulk produced 
\ 

particles. 

(e) Particle porosity 

Another important factol' in PVC polymer processing is the 

particle porosity. For plnstisols we want the surface porosity to be 

low to reduce p~asticizer absorption, but we \vant the' internal' porosity 

29 

to be high so that it can rapidly absorb large amoWlts of plasticizer at 

the fusion temperature. Lo", porosity is also desirable for extrusions 

or inj ec tion mOlding. It facili ta tes extruder fecJing ,md resin molting. 

Generally the resins produced by the Rhone- Poulenc process have 

the highest porosity, suspension resins have somewhat lower porosities and 

emulsion resins have even lower. 

For the detennination of particle porosity two methods are used: 

mercury porosirnetry (for the detennination of total pore volume I and pore 

size) and gas absorption (B.~.T. method with nitrogen or argon) to deter-
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mine the total surface area of the porous particles. 

(f) Solubility and lbeta solvents 

We define a theta so~vent as a so~vent in whici the dimen-

sions of the molecular coils remain unperturbed by solvent effects. 

Benzyl alcohol at lSS.4°,C is the only reported theta solvent for PVC. 
! ~ 

The solubility of PVC depends on mole~ular weight, molecular 

aggregation and crystallinity. In general, PVC is swollen by aromatic 

hydrocarbon~ but remains almost unaffected by alcohols or aliphatic 

hydrocarbons. Similar to other polymers, low molecular weig~1t polymer 

is more soluble in the same soJ.~ent than high molecular weight polymers. 
, . 

The most widely used complete solvents for PVC are tetrahydro

furane (TIfF) and cyclohexanone. Dimethylformamide is also an excellent 

solvent but affects polymer stability. 

I 

'I 

1.S P.V.C. TECHNOLOGY 

Since PVC-i5 not a very stable pol~ner, to improve i~s quality 

and make it more useful r different applications, we have to ad"d cer-. :~.' , 

tain ingredients. ,T ~e s'evera1 cate~ories of addirives, 'each one 
. ~. 

of them offeting one or more' fef~l p.r0perties 

Plasticizers added to the harh bri t,tle polymer 

to the final product. 

convert it ·to soft, . 
I 

flexible material. Stabilizlrs offer extended lif~ and good properties 

'du~ing and after t~ennal fa~rication and outdoor exposure. Other addi

"tiv~s for-special uses, e.~. fillers, colorants, together with the 

'" p1asticizers and stabilizers, give to the final PVC product a very wide 



,/ 

range of properties and applications. The volume of literature 

covering this subject· is very 1~rge(3, 20-33) 
It 

1. 5.1 Plasticizers 

-The most commonly used plasticizers are low molecular weight 

solids or heavy non-volatile l.iquids which are able to solvate and 

soften the polymer. 111ey are divided into two classes based on their 

compatibility with PVC. Primary plasticizers have good compatibility. 

and solvate PVC. Secondary plasticizers have l~ited SO!Ubility-nn\ 

compatibility. There is no sharp dividing line between the two cate-f 

gories. /' 
. (/ 

Another method of classification of plasticizers is by ~le

cular, weight. Monomeric plasticizers have molecular weighJusuallY 

I 
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below 500; polymeric_ones hav~ molecular weights b~tween 500 and 2,000 .. 

Among the properties considered before selecting a particular plasti

cizer are the cost, performance, volatility, flmmmbility, compounding 

ability and finally light and heat. stability. 
r..£ 

1.5.2 Stabilizers 

It is well known that PVC degrades when exposed to various fonns 

of energy. The degradation is usually evidenced by the evolution of 

hydrogen chloride.; Chemi~al compolUlcls which 'are capable of reacting 

with and neutralizing ~lis'hydrogen chloride split of£-by the polymer - . are called Stabil izers. They are usually classified according to their 

chemical structure. A'pattern of usage of PVC polymers in different 

applications is given in Tables 6 and 7. 

o 
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U.S. CONS~IU~ OF PVC RESIN IN 1974(8) 

. A) MAJOR END-USE CATEGORIES' 

. METRIC TONS 

CONSTRUCTION 1,040,000 

HOUSEHOLD USES 290,000 

PACKAGING 145,000 

ELECTRICAL USES 186,000 

CONSUMER ,GOODS 236,000 

TAANSPORTATION 118,000 

MISCELLANEOUS 91,000 
'EXroRT 68,000 

~ 
0 

J L-~ __ ""'Jo<> 

'. 

VI 
N 
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TABLE 7 

U.S. CONS~WTION OF PVC RESIN IN 1974(8) 

B) BY FABRICATION PROCESS AND PROOOcr LINE 

r.1ETRI C TONS 

1) EXTRUSION -
'" RIGID rIPE AND TUBING 505,000 

WIRE AND CABLE 164,000. 
; t '" ~. 

FILM AND SHOOTING . 101,000 
" .'" ~~~ . OTIIER 185,000 ... ,. .... ,. 

A..-:;< • 

;~;J:'! ruTAL 955,000 

2) CALENDERING 
FILM AND SHOOTING ;"F' 248,000 
FLOORING " 88,000 
TEXTILE 39,000 

TOTAL 37'5,000 

3) DISPERSION 
PlASTISOL FORMULATING AND r.vWING 7l,OOO' , 
TEXTILE AND PAPER COATING 86,00Q , 

. FLOORING 67,000 

TOTAL 224,000 
" 

4) K>LDING . , 

CCMPRESSION (PHONOGRAPH RECORDS-) . - 68,000 
INJECfrON )' 105,000 
BLOW ~ 35;000 

, 

TOTAL 208,000 : 

5) SOLUTIONS 68,000 

6) ALL OUiER 131,000 

\-" 

'.t: 
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1.6 COPOLYMERS 10F PVC 

The PVC hom?p~lymer has l~ited properties. These properties 

may be modified and improved by copolymerization. Vinyl chloride co-

polymerizes readily with a ryumber of c?mmercial monomers. The final 

34 

.. <....... 
copoiyrners have b~tter processibility, adhesion (especially to metal), 

impact strength, stability, etc. 

The reactivity ratios of common comonomers are given in Jahle 8. 

" TABLE 8 

REACTIVITY "RATIOS FOR' COMMoN VCM-COMONOMERS(8)". 

Monomer r 1 r 2 
TOC Con!?osi tion 

WT9." • 0 

\. 

VA 7.8 c 0~6 40 0.30 

VC~2 0.3 3.2 60 0.15 

Propylene 2.27 0.3 60 0.50 

Acrylonitrile 0.074 3.7 SO '. 

Maleic Anh. 0.296 0.,008 
. . 7S 

Ethylene 7.85 0.2 70 

Ethylene 3.6 
o~ 24 90 

I. 

The most.important 4omonomer is vinyl acetate. These copoly-

mers usually contain'2 20% viny~ acetate. 
.'...1 " 

TIlis ~creases the softness 

) 
I 
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giving better processibility and also better adhesion, solubility and 

impact strength. A disadvantage is the lower stability. To impart 

~creased adhesion to metals,' sometimes maleic anhy~~e is incorporated. 
~ f 

For vinyl acetate copo~yrners the composition spread is not 

great, except for high conversions. So the:polyrner can safely be pro

duced by normal batch 'operation with conversions below 80%. Applica
\ ' 

tions are mainly plastic shee,ts qnd phonograph records. 

V.inylidene chloride is the second most common comonomer. In the 

S-20%,concentration range, it allows better processing at lower tempera

tures. Here, due to the wide con~osi~ion spread, a semibatch operation 
. . 

is required in,order to maintain the composition within a reasonable 

narrow margin. 

p!opylene copolymers have the advantage of increased stability, 

especially at the lower fabrication t~~eratures where they can be used. 

The scrap can be recycled more easily than t}~e homopolymer, so it is 

recollunended for QlO\m bottles and similar applica ti<:>TIs. 

I 

? 
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11.1 UlEORY OF HcMx;ENEOUS BULK POLYMERIZATIOO (24) 

Before \~ stuqy the heterogeneous free radical Polymerizatio~ of 

VCM we find useful a brief discussion of the chemistry of the homoge-

neous reaction. We wi11 place particular empnasis on reaction steps' 

which influence the rate of reaction and molecular weigHL distribution. 

One basic assumption that we make here is that kinetic rate constants 
, 

associated with live or dead polymer'chains, are independent of chain 

length. 

Reaction steps 

11:1.1 Initiation 

The only interesting form of initiation for PVC is chemical 
.. 

ini tia tion. The other t\VO maj or types of free radic..'ll 
. 

thermal and radiation, are of no interest for the PVC, 

will not be discussed 

initiation, 
. I 

ther.'! fOTe th~J 

O'lemical initiation in its simplest form involves the decompo
\. 

sition of an unstable species into two free radicals wnich can innnediate-

1y react with monomer tQ beg.in the propagation of a polymer chain. ' A 

simplified scheme of the reactions taking place is given below: ~ 

I 
kd 

'~~ ZI\; (II-i) 

k 

RC + M QC Ri (II-2) 
.-

\ \..t 

Ri 
. 

(II -3) +M RZ 
" 

'01 
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where I represents the.initiator, Rc the primary radical, M the monomer, 

~, R; propagating radicals containing'l and 2 monomer units respectively. 

k is the propagation rate constant and k is the rate constant for the 
p ~ pc 
indicat~d reaction. 

J 
~ the initiator I we assume a first order decomposition, so we 

have: 

I = I o 
(U-4) 

where 10 is the :initial ini,tiator concentration an.d ~. is the dccomposi ~ 

tion rate constant. 

Initiators are usually compounds with bond dis~ociation energi~s 

in the range 25-40 kcal/gmol J and it is only a small number of catego

ries of organic compound~ (those with 0-0, S~S, N-O bonds), that satisfy 

this requirement: Mainly organic peroxides and azo-compounds are used 

for conunerc iar appl ica tions.' , 

The cl)oice of a specific initiator depends upon its react~v,ity 

at the polymerization temperature. Since, as we will see later, the 

molecular weight development and hence the quality of the polymer depend 

almost exclusively on the reaction temperature, we usually select an 

initiator :which.is most effective at the de~ircd reaction temperature. 

The react~vity of the initiator is also expressed in t~nns of the initia-

tor half life, t!,:, dGftnqd as 
2 

t :::: 
"2 

bt 2' 

Kd 
(II-S) 

I . , 

, ., 
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Half lives 'are very dependent on temperature and for cormnercial poly

merizations are usually in the range up to 10 hours. We should keep in 

mind that the decomposition rate of an initiator can vary considerably 

from solvent to'solvent and this, as we will see; leads to errors in 

the ~alculations of c6nversions and reaction rates. 

Referring again to the initiation reactio~s, we now define tile 

rate of initiatiun, R1, as the r~te of generation, of propagation radicals 

including only one mohomer unit, Ri. So, from equation (11-2) we have: 

,I 

At the same time over thc'"rimary radicals gives: 

= 1-k RG·~l , pc 

\~here V - total volme of reaction mixture .. 
N - total moles of pr~nary radicals. 

c 

(I1~ 

(II-7) 

Nmv by applying the Stationary St;ate Hypothesis (SSH) , i.e .. by asslIDling 
. , 

that there is an equilibrhun state between the generation ,and conSLDlIp-

tion rate of the primary radicals, we sec that N· should remain constant, c 
~, I 

so dN~/dt = 0, tmd equation (II -7) becomes: 

dN· 
1 c . 
V at = 2kdI - kpG. Rc M = 0 

kpc RC!'1 = 2kd I 

and substituting (11-8) back into (11-6) we obtain 

Rr = 2k I . d' 

(I I -8) 

(II -9) , 
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" 
To account for the initiator efficlency, we now introduce f, the initia-

. tor efficiency factor. So .equation (II-g) becomes 

= (II-lO) 

And substi tuting for I from equation Cii -4) we have: 

= (II-II) 

TIle efficiency factor f represents an empirical coefficient between a 
'"j 

and 1. We usually observe f to fall with increasing reaction tempera-

tures, and conversions from monomer to polymer. 

Often, f~r corranercial applitations, we·usc multiple ¥itiator 

systems. For example, a "fase' initiator to accelerate the h~at up of 

a batch of monomer and a slow one to complete the -reaction up to ,high 

conversions. Another feature of the'multiple-initiator systems is that 

they may be used ~o reduce the batch ti~. This subject will be inves-
, 

tigated more cOmPletely'later in this study. Assuming additivity of the 

initiation rates, the total rate is g~ven by: 

= 

where N is the number of initiators. 

11.1.2 Propagation 

When. a propaga ting free radical reac ts with a monomer uni t, this 

leads to the growth of a live polymer chain: 

\ 

I 

~) 
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. 
M 

kE 
R;+l (II~13) R + .. 

r . 
f" ---. 

where R 
r is a polymer radical' containing r monomer units 

M is a monomer molecule 
( 

k is p the propagation rate constant 

The average life of a polymer radical is of the order of 0.1 to 

1 second. The average chain length may be as large as 106 monomer units. -
Propagation reactions are the 'ones responsible for the develop

ment of the microstructure of- the polymer chain. As pointed out before, 

the existence of a substituted carbon atom gives rise to three d.tfferent 

ways of addition (head to tail - head to head - tail to tail) of. a new 
. 4 

monomer unit durtng propagation (see also PVC microproperties). The 

propagation rate constant, ~, usually has a low activation energy, (of 
. , 

the order of 5-Q kcal/grnol) ,therefore it shows little variation with-

temperature. 

Among the ~rtant features of all chain polymerizations is 
., 

high exothennic heat of reaction, and the principal reactions responsible 

for ~he heat of polymerization are the propagation reactions. For Vinyl 

Chloride it has been found that the heat of reaction -rut is 23.0 kcal/ 
p 

grnol. 
o 

'. 
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11.1. 3 Cha in Trans fer 

IArr-ing a free radical polym~rization r,eaction, transfer reactions 

may take place between the growirlg polymer chains and the monomer, the 

in~tiator , the solvent if any, or the polymer. 111esc rcactionsroy be 

rerresen ted as follows: 

k f 
'\ 

{ 

· m . 
(Monomer) R + ~1 Pr 

+ M 
r 

kf · I (ini tiator) R -+ I Pr 
+ I ,r 

,lef 

R"p + S s Pr 
+ S (solvent) 

kf · P E Pr R 
. 

(polymer) -R + ~ + 
r s s 

1he above transfer fLmctions, except th~ transfer to polymer, tend 'to 
"-

shift the molecular weight distribution (mD) to lower molecular weights. 

Transfer to polymer may produce branched polymer. This will not change 

tile total nLDnber of polymer molecules and the1:efore the nwnber average 

molecular weight will not change. However, since- trMsfer to polymer 

shifts the MID to higher molecular., weights, we'should expect 11 dramatic 

increase of the weig~rage mOlecu.t-..i~eight, giving rise to a large 

increase in pOlydis~r:i ty. '~ 

t>bre specifically now, in the case of Vin~ide. ,it has 

been established that 

monomer. (40) 

the ~~t tranSfer reaction is the' 1>r(lJl~~to 

• 

• 
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11.1.4 Termination 

Termination can occur either. by combination: 

R 
r 

kt : 

+ R~' _--.;:.c..... P r+5 

or by disrroportionation in which a hydrogen atom is transferred from 

one polymer chain to the other: 

- 01
2 

- Ga' + 'OIX :- CJl
2 

-

where ktc and kfJ are termination rate constants, Typical values of 

kt's are in the range 106 - 10
8 Ii ter/ ~~Ol) (sec). Even tJlOugh both 

.... . 
termination reactions can occur simultaneously, in the case of Vinyl 

Olloricle termination is exclusively by disproportionation. 

It should be emphasized that termination reactions are respon

sible for the exclusive consumption of radicals. It may be shown that 
, , 

the change in the total radical concentl'ation fR'] is given by: 

2 
kt [R' J 

d 

By applying again the Sta tiqnary Sta te Hypothesis: 

R - k [R' J 2 :: 0 I td . 

R' 
Rr , 

= (r) ~ 

~r 

td (!J 

, . 

(II-l4) 

This is an expression for the total radical concentration that we will 

use to develop the rate equation, 
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11.1.5 Development. of Rate Equation 

According to 'chemical equation (11-13) the POlymerizati~ rate 

R is given by: 
p 

R =' k M R' 
P P " 

and'by substituting for R' from (11-14) we have: 

R ~ 

44 

R k M( 1 ) \ (11-15) = , 
P P ~ ~ 

=4 \\ 

Equation (II -IS), is the expression for the rate of polymerization of an 

homogeneous system with chemical initiation and termination by dispro-

portionation. This equation may be solved analytically for some special . , 

caseS or numerically: 

II , 2 LITEM TImE REV lEW 

The first attempts to polymerize vinyl chloride in sealeq . , ... 
were made in ~872 by Baumann (2.5), Further studies were done in 1912 by; 

Ostromisleysky(26) , who initiated the Teacti~n b; sunlight, and by Kl 

an~ Rol!ett(27)' in 1~17, who 'obtained a patent to use'peroxides rather' 

than stmlight to ini tia t~ the reac,tion. 
. (Z8) In 1922 P1ausen produced 

PVC directly from dry acetylene and hydrogen chlo,ride lU1der pressure at 

150° - ZOOoC, Since then ~y other workers have ,studied experimentally 

the polymerization of vinyl ~hloride. Talamini and poggion(~9) give a 

review of these works. 

~ of the JOOst important .~thernatical models proposed afte:r 

: 

, " 

j , 

1 
i 
f , 



1950 are discussed below; 
I . 

III' 2.1 Bengough and Norrish (;1950) (30) 

.J . 

It 

L 

TIlese workers obse'rved a period of acceleration (over the first .. , 

40% of conversion) and they noticed that the incre~se in the rate of 

4S 

polymerization is proportional to the polymer concentration to the power 

twQ thirds. Accordingly they'postulated that the trapping of the free 

radicals in the'polymer particle~ is primarily due to chain transfer 
. I, 

between growillg '\lymer chaills and dead polymer molecules which produce 

free radicals in the surface of the dead polymer, and constitute stabi

lized centers of polymer growth. They also proposed that the reaction 

rate had an initiator dependence of I~. 

Assuming equai monomer concentrations [M} in ~oth monomer and 

_polymer phases, they de~ived the following rate expression: . . , 
\. 

J 

This model fits experimental data only up' to small conversions. The 

main disat\vantage of, this model is that it assumes significant transf~r 

to polymer. TIlis would automa~cally lead to significant. branch±ng~ but 

the latter has been proven to be not valid for' PVC. 

11. 2.2 Schindler and Iljeitenbach (1955) (31) ; , 

. 
These workers proposed. a model in which they postulate that pre-

cipitated'polymer particles are swollen by t~e monomer and that the 

growing radicals arise inside them by both initiatio'n in the pol·ymer 
" 

\. 

\ 
i. 
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phase as well as by diffusion of radicals from the liquid monomer phase. 

The rate acceleration is,due to a decrease in-the termination rate. The 

rate constant k
t 

was assliffied to d~cpease with conversion in the following 
" 

,empirical form: 

k = 
t 

k . 
, t ' 

o 
1 + ax 

} 

I 
where,kto is. the va~ue of k

t 
at zero' conversion, x is the conversion 

and a is an adjustable parameter. 

By assUming (i) that the pr9pagation rates in the monomer"phase, 

in the polymer phase and of monomeric radicals are the same, and (ii) 

that the rate constants for chain transfer to monomer are the same for 

both phases, they arrive? at the following expressions for the conver-

sian x: 

where [MJ o is the initial monomer concentration and [IJ IS the initiator 

concentration. 

This clearly shows that. the degree of ~onversion in the initial 

stages is proportional to the 1/2 power of t~e initiator concentration, . . , . 

but- in the later stages it be~omes 'proportional to'''IMJ 2 and'to [11. 
. . 

Thus the degree of ~onversion consists of two tern~, one of which is 

characteristic of homogeneous polyme::ization and gives rise to 1/2 \, 

order in initiator level, and the second ~epends on ~he first power of 

the initiator concektration and maY~be ascribed tq the heterogeneous 
• 

II 
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polymerization. 

Finally they conc1ude~hat the overall reaction order is be

tween 0.5 and 1 depending on the re1ati~e importance of the two terms. 

They show ~xperimentally that at short reaction times the re

, action rate depends on the initiator concentration to the 1/2 power 

but th~y do not include any molecular weigh~ calculations. 

I 

11.2.3 Magat (1955)(32) . 

\' 

Magat tried to apply the usual kinetic scheme (initiatfon-
~ 

propagation-mutual termination), by assuming that the quasi-steady 

~tate hypothesis cannot be app~ied because ~he tennination rkte con

'stants are very low. He also assumes that there are no transfer re-

actions to the monomer or polY,ffier. This leads to a very simple mecha

nism. By integrating the resulting system of the difrerentiai equa-

tion;~ _ he obtaiJ:led the following expression for the degree of conversion) 

x:. 

This model fits experimental data up to 20-30% conversions. It also 
• 

ignotes transfer re~ctions to monomer which, as has been shown, are 

very significant for the molec~ar weight development. . , 

11. 2.4 ~ti.ckle)', Michaels' and Moore (1962) (33) 

These workers studied the polymerization ~f PVC in the presence 

'. i 

r 

. ' 
t 

-i 
I 

f 

I 
J . 

l 
1 

I 
I 
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of a solvent as wetl as in bulk. 
, .. 

They assume ,no tennina·tion in the 

polyme~ particl~s. 

By applying ,the steadY,state hypothesis the~ arr~ved at an 

expression f?r the rate similar to the one given by ,Schindler and 

Brei tenbach. Ir This eXpression is as' follows: 

R ; 'K M I~ + f(P).I~ 
P < < • 

They clalln that the first term is the contribution of the homogeneous 

polymerization, With heteTQgeneous polymerization represented by the . 
< second term. They alpo observe that f(P) is proportional to the poly-

~ ~ , 
mer concentra~j.on P a,~ low conversions and to P . at 'high conversions. 

(The latter observation is in agreement with the work of Bengough and' 

Norrish). 

The main features of the mechanism proposed by these authors 
, . 

include~ (a) normal li~id phase kinetics, (b) radical occlusion by 
. . 

coalescence, (c) shallow penetration of radical activity into parti-

48 

cles , (d) negligible mutual tennination in the parti,cles, (e) escap,e 

of trapped radical ac ti vi t.y by 'monomer transfer, and (f) 1. imi ta tion ' of . . ' 

short' chain radical escape by propagation and transfer 'to monomer. 

SUc11 a model, because 'it contains, a large number of parameters, 
• 

is difficult and complicated ro use. It assume~o ~ermination in the 

polymer parti~l~s, it fits data only ~p to moderate conversions and 

does not~attempt to predict an~ molecular Weights. 

~ , 

1 : 

I 
" 
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( - '.' ('34) 
II.2.~~,. Gonzalez and Clave:\~(1967J 

These workers studied bulk polymerization techniques as well a~ 

particIe properties. According to them, the nature of precipitate~ PVC \ 

changes with conversion. At the onset of the reaction, particles in-

soluble in monomer are produced. At very low conversions ~ 11%) < they 

grow into agglomerate lIDi ts which grow further in size by deposition of· , . . 
\ 

additional particles. Polymerization is characterized by autoaccelera-
I • " 

ted rates du~ to Plogressive reduction in termination rate. The decrease 
t 

in kt ' is du~ to a decreased mo~il~.ty of the free radical produced by 

chain transfer reactions. 

, . At very low conversion,s they observed a decrease :in the -polymeri-

zation rate before the autoacceleration star"ts. This is explained by 
. 

rapid particle coalescence which reduces the surface area and increases , 

the te~ination rate. Al~o the authors indicate that the assumption of 
t 

'/ 

a "quasi steady state" and the use of single valued rate constants is -- , not valid. 

.11.2.6 Talarnini et al (1968)(35) 

This model proposed by Talarnini et al. is rather interesting 

because chronologically it was the first to predict successfully con-. . :. ... 

versions up to ap~oximately 70%. It states that the 'polymerization 
"""" reaction takes place in two phases practically from the 'onset of the 

"reaction. With increasing conversion .the amount of'the dilute pHase 
", 

decreases, while that of the cOl!centrated phase increases. It: is 

\ 
t 
J 



so 

assLUIled tJ:at both phas~s have constant composition in the whole range of 

their coexistence. The termination rate'is assumed to be lower in the 

polymer phase due to high viscosity (gel effect). A~cordingly the re-

action rate is higher. 

ASSlDTIing that phase separ1,tion occur!? at, 'zero conversion J we can 

express the overall reaction rate as the sum df the· specific polymeri

zation rate in the dilute (monomer) and concentrated (polymer) phase: 

where \II o 

R = polymerization. rate 

x = degree of conversion 

A = monomer to polymer ratio in the polymer phase 

M, P _ refer to the morwmer and polymer phase respectively. 
, " I 

,By assuming that the ratio RpI~ is constant and eqU?l to Q, then: 

Rp = . Q. IN and . 

dx at = (1 + qx) 1).1 

Integrating .(II-l?) with x = 0 at t = 0 
, , 

(q=l-x-Ax+QAx) 

x ::; 1 - [exp (q R, t) - 1] q. -M 
, 

(II-I?) , 

(II -18) ! 
t 
I 

r 
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where I1.t is. gi,ven frrm the classical theory of homopolyroeiizat'ion as: 

[IJ~ = K[I]~ 

wh~ k p 
= propagation rate constant 

f = efficiency factor of the in tiator 

kd = deco~osition rate constant of the initiator 

kt = termination rate constant 

[1] = concentration of the initiator 

By e~anding the exponential term of equation (11-18) in series: 

x = 
1 00 k n n/z 
- I (~(I] t n 
q m=l n. 

Ihis equation predicts conversion versus time data up tp about 70% con-
, '. 

version, but" the model does not include a'prcdiction of molecular 

weights. 

Il.2. T Ugelstad et al. (1971-1973) (36, 37). 

The model proposed by these workers is similar to the one pro

posed bYI Mickley e,t al .• and the Tu1amini model. 

It also assumes a two 'phase system, a polymer phase cons~s~ing 

of polyme,r particles swollen with monomer and a liquid phase consisting 

of practically' pure monomer. ~his model overe~hasiz~s the transport of 

radicals to and fro~' the polymer pa~~i~l:j:s. he advantage "o~ this 'mOdel 

is mainly that it ta~s into aa.:OlUlt that he polymer phase is subdivided 
• '>' , 

in discrete polymer particles growing with time and conversion. This 
" 

may lead, in ,the future to the derivation of mathematical techniques to 

\ 



.. 
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./ 

( 

derive, ~tarting with the same fundamental equa~ions, the theoretical 

expressions for the particle size distributions" The latter has not 

been done and will be extremely useful for practical applications, 

By assuming quasi steady state conditions, then the equations 

for the mnnber of moles of radicais in the two phases may be. expressed 

as: 
2 

S2 

~R') L + kdc p - k [R']p ~ ,2ktL [R'] L VL a L a = (U-19) 

~ 

where 

, : 

k a I R ' ] L - ~c [R' ] P 
, ,2 

Pp + ' 2ktp [R ] P V p' '7 a 
<t 

" 
p = the rate 'of radical formation 

[R'] = the radical concentrations 

v = volumes 

= termination constants 
I = rate constant for the absorption of radicals' into 
the particles 

= rate constant for the desorption of radicals from 
the particles. 

The values of ka and kdc are given in (37) as follows: 

where N 

k v = 41T D • N • r 
a . L = 41TD 

P 

is the total number of polymer particles 

r 

NY( 

(II - 20) 

= ,the diffusion coefficient;Qf radicals being abs'orbed 
~ 

the· effective dif£usion .coefficient for radical 
escape from particles . 

. , 
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, " 

r = the polymer particle radius 

V = the polymer paTticle volume, 

" 

53 

It may be fJther assumed tha t if the tenus \ [R oJ L and kde [R ° lp ~re 
dominating,- then one may approximately ~ssume an equilibrium distribu-

" ' 

tion offadi~als between the two phases, 

ka 
[R'J p '" E [R']L = Q [R'lL where Q = 'const, (11-21) 

dc 

By adding equations (11-19) and (11-20) we obtain 

\'ihere p 

, 2 , 2 l 2ktL [~ )L VL - 2ktp [~')L Vp-= ,0 

is the total rate o~~~tion'of radicals = 2kd[l] 

(II-22) 

From equations (11-21) and (11-22) solving for [R'lL one obtain~: 
I 

, , 

(II -23) 

TIle rate of reaction is: 

(Il-24) 

/" 

wheTe ML and Mp are the number of monomer moles in the liquid and polymer 

pl~se respec~ively, 

Substitutirig equation (II ~2.3) into (II ~ 24) and expressing the rates in 

conversion units, on,e finally gets: -

dx 
.at 



/ 

\ 

where A is the monomer to polymer weight ratio in the polymer phase 

equal to 0.47 at sOot. 

S4 

By using values ,for kd ana kp given in tile literature, they had 

to e~timate three parameters, ktL' kt , Q. The valu~s of these parame., p 

ters which fitted the experimental results were obtained by a non linear 

curve fitting procedure. The model fits the experimental data up to 70-

75% conversions but there is no, information how the model behaves at 

high conversions. Ugelstad's model also does not deal with molecular 

we~ght calculations. 

r1.2.8 O.F. Olaj '(1975) ~38) 

O.F. 'Claj et a1. have developed a model according to which the 

instantaneous rate of c}mnge of.conversion ~.is given by: 

~ = cons t. + K rx 

where K is a kinetic constant depending on the reaction temperature 

and the initial level of initiator. 

The model seems to be oversimplified and has been., tested for a 

. narrow temperature range (about 50°C), and for conversions not exc~cd~ 
. ~ G 

ing 6oi. An additiona~ disadvantage of the model is tImt it doe~ not· 

include any ~olecular weight calculations. In general we may say tImt 

the~model is very ~stricted and pseful only for a narrow Tange of con

di tions .• 

, 



I I. 3. HIE PRESENT tvDDEL 

IT. ). 1. Ahoel .Alim's l--fodel 
\ 
I 

5S 

'The model 

and l~ielec(40), 

used in, the present study was developed by Abdel Alim 
~ 

is similar to Ugelstad's model ahd may be considered 

as a modification of Talamini's model. 

Like the previous. models, it also assumes that polymerization 

takes place in two phases, the monomer and the polYmer rich pnase. Both 

phases are in equilibrium. In such a sy~tem, thQ polymer produced being 

insoluble in its own monomer, precipitates out of the continuous monomer 

phase. As reaction proceeds, the mass of ,polymer rich phase grows while 

the mon~mer rich phase d~inishes. Experimental evidence indicates that 

'th~ ,existence of the t\\Q phase heterogeneous system begin~ after less 
, , 

than 1% cortversion, (practically from the onset of the reaction), and 

lasts until about 70-~O% conversion depending on the temperature. 

The main featur'es of the present model are: 

" 1. I t predicts accurately conversions over the whole range frem zero 

up to the limiting value. 

2. It includes, for the first tUne, complete molecular weight cal
"\ 

culations. 

The basic assumptions made are the follmoJing: 

(i) The monomer phase is assumed to be polymer free and the monomer 

concentration in the polymer phase is constant. ~1onomer and 

polymer phases coexist until the monomer phase disappears. 

\ 
-' 

, 
r- , 

, 



(ii) TIle termination ratc(constant in the polymer phase, because of 

increased visc~gel effect phenomena), is lower, giving 

rise to a higher reaction rate. It is also assLOned that the 

ratio of the ,reactioh rate in the polymer phase to the rate 

in the monomer phase is constant. 

56 <$ 

By calling the conversion at which th~ monomer phase disappears 
, 

Xc we can further assume that beloW" Xc the specific polymerization rates 

Rl).\ and Rpp (in the monomer and the polymer phases respectively) arc 

independen t of conversion provided that the reaction is i sothennal. Then 

I'le can express the overall polymerization rate Rp as follows: 

where l V
M 

= vohnne of monomer ridt phase 

Vp. = volLOne of polymer rich phase. 

It is easy to show that r 

and 

with 

,,,here Pt.1 = 

Pp = 

VI = 
0 

VN 
1 (1 ~) = -
P~t Xc 

Vp = L (~- x) +1- . 
P~t Xc Pp 

B = 
PM 

(l - _.) 
Pp 

the density of the monomer 

the densi ty of the polymer 

the volume of the lUli t mass 

x 

of monomer 
. 

(= L) 
PM 

([1-25) 

(II-26A) 

(1I-26B) 
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A) For x < Xc 

If we take into account the variation of the volume of the re-
\ 

action m1ixture with conversion, t~~~ eq. (I.I-4) becomes 

I = 1 
o (l - Bx) 

,~ 
(II-27) 

Now we can express the specific polymerization rates as follows: 

H = k M. 
PM P~l . M 

(I I - 28) 

RI < ~ 
Rp = kp ~ ( ~) p p . P K

t p 

(II-29) 

where subscripts t-l,P refer to the monomer and polymer phase respectively. 

RI is the initiation fate 

,/M-\ is the concentration of monomer 
I 1 

If r-.t is the molecular weight of monomer, it is easy to show that: , 0 

PM 
~1 = r.10 

• r-.~ ,~ ~o1 f(l - x )j II - x + x Pr-.t)] I'Ll C C C p P 

: 

We \"i11 now introduce two parameters of the system 

and 

. 
Since the polymerization in the pOIYJ:OOT phase might be diffusion ./ 

~ - ./ 

, . : . 

" 
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S8 

controlled we would exp'ect the termination rqte constant-ktp to be sig-
, . 

nificantly smaller than k tM. The result is a net increase of the reac-

tion rate in the pqlymer phase. The difference between RI).1 and Rpp is 
"" < 

expressed by introducing the parameter P. We expect P to ·be a constant < 

greater than unity. 

i < 

The second parameter, P K' is the pglrtitj.on coefficient of the 

initiator and is expressing the distribution of the ~ni~iatfr bet~~en.,", 

the monomer and the PQlymer phase. So equation (11-29) becomes: 

p 

p ~ . PM 
K (l-=x + x -,) 

c c Pp 

(II-3~) 

; 

, . Substituting (I~-30), (II-28h (II-26A) and (II~,26B) ,back mto {lI-ZS~ 

we finally obtain the rate expression 1n terms of % conversion per unit 

time: 

(1 - xc) ] ~) + ~ ·x 
Xc Yl x PK c 

~(l + Qx) (11-31) 

with (II -32). 

) I' 'J 
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and 

2fk I . ~ d 0, 

( --rk-"'-' - ) CJI-33) 

1N 

as given from the theo;ry of the hom.ogeneous free radical ,polymerizatior.' 

B) For x > x 
c 

For conversions above x the monomer phase disappears and the , c 

polymer phase consists .of polymer p ollen with monomer. In 

such a case diffusion control in the rich phase leads to much 

lower kt values as the P?lymer concent ation increases. 

, 
Abdel Alim and Hamielec (40) n empirical expression to 

account for the g~l effect by assuming tha the constant 

(1 - x) 

, . 
or more specificaUy: . 

and the final rate expression is: 

dx· PCl - x) 2 
err'= ~\. 

P
K 
~ (1 - xc::) . 

~here ~ ~s ~gatn given from (11-33). 

(1 x) 
(1 - xc) 

(II -'34) 

.. 

r 

. , 

i 

! ". 1; 
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Mixed Initiators 

We have seen in the previous section that for nonisothennal 

polymerizations the rate equation may be expressed as follows: 

R ~ -~ * = kp ( ~) (1 + EPc)(l - Bx) ,(II -34) 

In the case of " mixed initiators, assuming additivity of the initiation 
I 

rates we obtain the following expression: 

N' 
2 If. kd . 10 , exp ( -'~. t) 

• - 1. 1. 1. 1. 
:(U-3S). 

1=1 . , 

~ where.N is the number of init~~tors used. The above 1S valid only 

for isothermal conditions where Kd. is constant. 
1 

) . 
• >( 

. , 

~ubstituting (11-35) ,back into (11-34) we. have: 

dx 
at = 

kpCl; + Qx) 

(~t(l-Bx))~ 

or more generally: 

" 
~ = G(x, T) • F([I]o.' t, T) 

1. 

. (II-36) 

., 
I . 

where F is a function of time .t, temperatur~ T and initial concentration 

of each initiator, and G is a function of temperature T and convef-
' .. 

sion x. 

For most pract.ical applications' it is desirable to obtain .tmifonn 

heat generation rate .. This le?ds to a better process control. On the 

other hand, the cooling system of the reactor may. be designed to work 

, t 
" 
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most of the time in its maximum capacity,' in other words, more effi

ciently. The optimal policy is to remove heat at the maxbrrum possible 

rate at all times. To obtain Wl~fonn heat .generation rate,.~ should 

be ~ept as ~onstant as possible throughout the conversion range of 

interest (usually Qetwee~ 0-70%), i.e. 
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dx = k at (II-37j 

Th~ tate k is usually determined by the heat removal capacity of the 
r1 cooling syst~m and would typically lie in the range of 0.07 - 0.20 h . 

From eq.(II-36) and (11-37) we obtain: 

F(I ,t, T) 
, °t 

= k 
G(x,T) (II-38) 

Thus by specifying k and ~sing a model for the po1ymeri~ation which 

gives G(x,T) it is possible- frorn'eq. (II~38) to calculate values of F as 

a function of time. Subsequently, from the ca1cul~ted F values, we can 

calculate the initial concentrations of the initiators that would give 

a ,constant rate of reaction. 

As an .examp1e, let us consider the suspension po~ymerization 

of vinyl chloride. A model for the~ction has already been discussed 

and eq.(II-3l) gives its final fo~. ';Jt i~ easy to see_t~en in our 

- case-: 

G(x, T) 
k (1 + Qx) 

= ........ Pl..-___ _ (II-39) 

[k
t 

(1. - . Bx))~ 



and for i initiators: 

FCl , t·, T) o. 
1 

= [2flkd I exp(-kd t) + 2F2k~ 1 exp(-kd,t) 
,1 01 . 1 . \1 2 O2 2~ 
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+ 
. ~ 

+ 2f.kd I, exp{-kd.t) .... ] 
1 l' o· 1 

(II-40) 
- 1 

Finally, combining equations (11-38,11-39 and 11-40) we obtain: 

= = ( k ,)2 
. G(x, T) 

. By sp~cifying the value of k, it is possible by means of these 

plots to' ealculate the initial ~oncentration o\f initia~ors. which will 

give a constant reaction rate. The decomposition rate constants and the 

lffiCienCy factors of the individual initiato~s m~t b~ known'Of course. 
-\ 
~fortunately, this is ~ot always the case. For further illustration, 

consider the tv.u initiators C 42) : Acetylcyclohexylsulfonyl peroxide. 
. " 

CACSP) and Diisopropylperoxydi~arbonate (IPP). 

I, 

The parameter valu~s for f and kd were taken from the-literature . , 

and, as w~ will see, may not be very accurate for a number of reas9ns. 

Suppose n~w that we want to ~rrY out a polymerization at 50°C using . . 
these t~ initiators, such that the rate is constant and equal to: 

dx 
at. - k' = 'll%/h = 
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with this rate it takes: 

3,333 sec to·obtatn 10% conversion, and 
. 

~6,667 sec to obtain 50% conversion. 

. 1 2 
Using Fi~re 10, we find the value; 'of '(G(x,T)) for x = 10% and x = 50% 

, 

,at,50°C to ob,tain the following two equations': . 

2 x 3.49-10- 5r exp(-3.49'10~5 x 3.333) + 2xO.7x4.2x10-4'Io 
0· '. 2 1 ' 

. '-4 -5 2 -7 
exp(-4.2·10 '3,333) = (3x 10 ) ·153 = 1.377x lD 

. -4 
exp(-4.2·10 ,16,667) 

2 
= (3xlO-S) x22.03 = 1.987x10-8 

. \ 
Solving the system we obtain 

4.99, x 10 -A gmo1/1 t 

= 7~36 x 10-4 gmo1/1t 

A test run with these two initiator concentrations ga~e a poly-
.. ~. \ 

'merization rate somewhat above the desired 11% per. hour, indicating that . , 
• I 

the true parameter values were slightly different. However, :the poiy- . 

merization rate was almost constant: By adjusting' the initial 'concentra

, tions to the following. levels: 

r -4 = 3.35 x 10 gmo1/1t . 
°1 

I = 7.83 x 10-4 ~l/lt 
°2 if' 

! 
• t 

i 

. i 

I 

I 
, 
! . 

. . 
t 

' . . ' 
1 '.' 
r .. 
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it was finally possible to ,obtain a ,polymerization with the desired rate. 

Figure 11 shows the experimental conver~ion hist9ry obtained using the 

corrected initiator concentrations. 
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It is seen that, the correct initiator concentrations ~re not very diffe-

rent from the calculated values .. Therefore we find this technique use

ful eyen. if the paramet~r values for f and kd are not known accurately. 



Molecular Weight Development " . 
I 

"-In the bulk polymerization of vinyl chloride, it has qeen well 
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established from previous studies that the dominant reaction in con

tTol~ing the molecular weight is transfer to monomer. When we use inj

tiators with high decornposi~ion rate constants and when the initiatio~ . 
. J " 

r~tes are high, 'then termi~ation ~y disproportionati~n is n1t negligible. 

SinGe it may affect the molecular weight development it has to be taken . 

into accoW1t. 

To calculate the molecular weight distributions and the number 

and' w~ight'.moleculpr weight averages MW and ~ , we use the following 

equations, as derived in reference (43): 

where 

k R" 
: , t P 

Tp =- CM.~p~ 

p 

M 

kf 

"k p 

~ 

refers to the p<?lymer, pha~e: 

refers to the monomer phase 

is the' termination~rate c6nst~ 

is the, propagation rate constant 

is the ratio-of kfm/k 
p 

(11-41) 

kf is the rate constant for the transfer'to monomer reaction . m " 
" 

~ince £0; vinyl chlor~de ~e ,have no tennination by C~bination, we may ~ssume . 

" that the rate constant for termination by combination kt ::: 0 anti there-. c . 

. fore parameter B(43) is"equal to zero. The flar~~er a is defined as 

\. 

\ 

1 



. follows: 

So, if 13= 0, we obtain the following expression for,·the mnnber and 

we~ght average chain lengths TN and Tp: 

2 
T 

P 

r- " From the above e~ressions we would expect the polydispersity 

- -rW rW 
" 
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'PD = J = M = 2.0 - (Il-42) 
rN r~ p 

Experime~tal ~vidence sh~ws(40) that the actual values of PD ~re close 

to, 2. O. 

Now ~hat we know the average chain lengths, 'we are able to 

find the instantaneous distributions, in this case equal to the most 
~ 

probable distributions: 

and 

WCr) p 
2 

~ r T exp (-T r) 
p p 

2 = . r T M'" exp (- T M r) . 

By integrating the mstantaneous distributions we obtain expressions 

. for the Cumulative m~lecular weight distributio~s. Th~y a~e as follows: 

" 

.i:_ 
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I

x R V 
p~ P 1 

= X· { , [( R..... + R V) r + 
1\1 M P P N o P p. 

R V 
I1.1 M 1-1 

(R V + R V )r--Jdx} (11-43) 
1\1 P Pp P ~ 

I
x R V R . V 

- _ 1 Pp 'P , - I1.1 M -
cum (rW) - X [(R V + R V) rW + (R V + R' V ) rW ] dx 

~M P P P Ptv1M PpP M 
, 0 P 

(II-44) 

" 
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PART III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISQJSSI0N 

• • 
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I I I .1 EXPERn-.n~TAL . 
111.1.1 Scope of I~erimcnts 

TIle scope of the experiments performed herein was to provide 

data which, together with Lucido1's ~~ta, would permit the characteriza

tion of five commercial initiators. 11ley would also evaluate the appli

cability of Abdel Alim's model for isothermal polymerizations using 

multiple initiator systems and for nonisothermal pol~nerizations. This 

was to be done using ampoule reactors in batch mode. 

111.1.2 Reagents 

'111e Vinyl Chloride tvlonomer (VG1) used for our experiments was of 
i 

conunercial grade and was provided by Hooker Chemicals, Granu Island, N. Y. 
'> 

Table 1 give.s a typjcal analysis of VeN similar to the grade ..... ~ used. 

Chemical ini tia tors were also, provided by Hooker and Jll<lde by Lucidol 
, 

Division of Permwalt Corporation. No further purification of monomer 

was done in this study. I , 
~ 

II 1.1. 3 Preliminary experiments. . , 

. 
The vinyl c:hlor ide monomer, (VOl), a t room tempera ture is a 

toxic colourless gas. To keep it liquified, one has to use sealed am-

poules under pressure. The pressures developed at the usual reaction 

temperatures (between 30 and 70°C) may go up to 180 psi, which is the 

vapour p~essure of VOM at 70°C. lnerefore, for reasons of safety we 
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decided to use 316 stainless steel ampoules, 1/4" diameter and approxi-

mately 4" long. 

After several experiments and after the analysis of approximately 

fO samples, it was concluded that the conversion-time histori~~ obtained/ 

using the steel ampoules were not accurate. One of the reasons, ob~erved 

in industry as well, is that the metaB,ic surface of the ampoule acts-as 

f 
.. / 

a catalyst or the decomposition of the initlato: (usually organlc perox-

ides). This gives rise to an unpredictable change in the initiator de-

co~)osition rate and hence the initiation rate. Since the p~ymeriza- • 
, , 

tion rate Rr. is proportional to, t~~ square root of the initiation rate, 

this means that 'a higher initiation rate wouLd lead ,to a higher Rp ' and 

finally higher than expected or predicted by the model conversions as a 

function of time. 

Another problem is r,elnted to fouling on steel. As PVC is 

formed, it tends to deposit on the inner surface of the reactor., This 

tend~ to reduce the heat transfer coefficient of the system, thus giving 

ris~ to higher rea~tion temperatures and reaction rates. This is a well 

known problem in industry. To avoid uepo.si ts OJ] the iIiller surface of the 

big cOJTl11ercial stirred tank reactors, the metallic surface is speciaHy 

treated with chemicals. 

Because of the above problems we decided to use glass ampoul,es. 

Glass is inert and PVC does not have the tendency to deposit on glass as 

it does on steel. Of co~rse, even with glass ampoules, the diameter of 

I 

/ 

\ 
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th~ arnpoul e is G: r i tical. Due to. the poor thenna.l conduc ti vi ty 0 f PVC 

and due to the relatively high heat of polymerization (23.0 kcal/gmol), 

there is a temp~rature profile in tile ampoule which is a function of 

its cylindrical radius R. Seetion IlL 1. 4 deals with this problem. • 

II 1.1. 4 The Heat Transfer Problem 

since the reaction mixture is 

homogeneous, we may assume, in a crude 

calculation, that we have no· axial 

. heat transfer We also asslD1\e that 

the resistance 6f the glass ,wail is 

negligible. So .under these two 

assumptions a heat" balance may be 

.' expressed (ut'CYlindrical coordi· 

nates) : 

1 L ( CIT) " K • r1dr r oT + '< '7 

. 
o 

I 
T I max 

......--7'--, 
. " 
/, \ 

I ' 

, ' 

i .... 

I 
~ 

I 
I 
I 

'I 

R 

\ 

T 
I 

liT 
max 

(IIl-l)~ 

where Q i~ the heat generation rate per lUlit volLnne and unit time. So: 

'. 
Q = (tJI) (IIl-Z) 

. , 

:ro, f~ij, now the incrxiinum Q, it is ~uf{ lcient in our crude ca~cula ti~n', to 

su'b,sti tut~ * ~~.th' (~ which in, o'ur, case" as 'well as' in industrial 
!.,~ max'·· , 

• 0")0, , -'1 
processes does not eXGeed 30% per.hour (OT 0.30 hr ). So: 

I ~ ., .. \ .. ' ... 

(tJi) • C 
o 

~. 

" 

CIII-3) 



Now, to solve the differential equation, we integrate twice with 

boundary 'conditions: 

r = a dT = a 
Or 

r = R T = To 

1 

And the solution is:. , ( 

;0' 

T 

I 

(BC.l) 

(BC.2) 
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This indica.t.ed a pa:rabolic temperatw:e profile. It, is easy. to show that . , 
the maximLnn temperature is at r = o. So': 

,6T = T - T max max 0 
CIII-4) 

clx -1 If, for'example, the maximum (,IT) is 20%/h = 0.2 h ,by sl}bstituting 

(III-3) into (III~4) we:obtain: 

l'ITmax = 20 R2 °C, where R is the ampoule radiu$ :in cm. 

I±: we allow l'ITmax to be not more than 1°C, we can see, 'from-Figure 12', -

have to use ampoules with R ~ t2.2 mm. 

For our experiments we' 'decicied to use glass ampoules with R = 

~.s rom because even at high reaction rates th~ (6T)maX 90es qat exc~~d 

the limit of 1°C. The ampoules were 12" long and the wall thickness was 
, , 
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THE AMPOULE ·AS A FUNCTION OF RADIUS R AT ACROSS 

o 

I . 

o 2 4 6 8 

RADIUS R (M'M) 
~ ) 

. . 
FIGURE 12 

.. ' 



111.1.5 Experimental Procedure 

Using 12" long glass ampoules we perfoIlTled' isothermal and non-

i~othermal experiments at different temperature levels. 

"-

The ampoules are first cleaned with methyl a~cohol and care-

fully d~ied. They are then loaded with 10-15 mg of initiatdr'and 
"-

attached to the main vacWm line and carefully. degassed. {Oxygen is 

knQwn to be a stro~g inhibitor of the polymer~zation reaction). High 

V~CUlDTl, of the order of 10-6 rum Hg Is bbtainea by using a vacuum and 
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a diffusion pump connected in series' (See Figure 13). Then the line is 

filled with nitrogen and evacuated again to ensure the absence of any 

traces o~ oxygen, 'Vinyl chloride gas is then allowed to enter, the line 

and predetermined amounts of monomer are condensed in th\,ampoules

cooled.by liquid nitrogen., After they are filled, the ampoules are 
~ , 

carefully sealed and kept in liquid nitrogen. They are then vlaced in 

a constant temperature bath controlled to ±O.loC where the reaction 

occurs .. When the,reaction time expires, the ampoule is taken out of 
. . 

the bath and quenched in liquid nitrogen ,to stop the reaction: The top 

of the ampoule ,is cut. to let ~e'unreacted monomer vent off. The re

maining polymer is weighe~ and ~ro~ the ini~al~S of monomer placed 

in the ~oule, the degree of conversio~ is calculated gravimetrically. 
J ' 

111.1.6 ~erimental conaitions 

" I 

o In the experiments described hetein, the following extensively. 

tbed cOJ1ll1erc~al' ini tia tors at the' 'fqllowi!lg tempera ture l~~elS w~~e 
'. \ 

, used: 

" 
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• 
Chemical Name 

Lauryl Peroxide 

Dicyclohexyiperoxydicarbonate 

Trade N~e Temp. °C 

L.P. 50°, 55° 

L-229 

The experimental data obtained are shown in Figures 14 and 15. These 

data supplement rate data supplied by Lucidol. 

" 

, , 

• 1 
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II 1.1. 7 LuC;ido1' s Experiments 

, Lucidol's experiments we~e~carried out using an autoclave reac-

tor. Two hlUldred g of VG1 were polymerize~ duriI)g each experiment using 

the suspension technique. '11le stainless steel autoclave was immersed 
.. 

in a calorimeter, and measurements were obtained in the fonn of calori-

metric data. The reaction is highl~ exothermic (23.0 Kcal/gmol) and by 
.. 

measuring tIle rate of heat transfer from the reactor to the calorimeter, 

ore can calculate,the reaction rate . 

From the theory of heterogeneous polymeriza~ion, it is well 

known that at x = x the monomer phase disappears. As a result 6f this, . 
c , ~ , 

the pressure in the reactor starts 'to fall. So, at ,th~ point where the' 

pressure in the autoclave drops, this is an indication that the conver-

sion is at x. = x . 
c 

Calculation of rate of polymerization 
, 0 

Based on a total charge of 200 gr VOM and assuming that t~e heat-, 
, ' 

o~JP9~~erization i~ 23.0 .Kca1/gmol, the total h~at liberated at 100% 
, 20'0 . . . 

conversion is 62.~ x 23,000 = 73,600 cal; and the rate of polymerization 
\ , -1 

in % hr is' , . 

Y cal 60 min 100%· 
min x 1 h ~73,6pO cql = y 

, , ' 

So, from the calorimetric data given in cal/min, usin:g.the above coeffi-... 

cient we may readily obta,in' r~te da;a in hr -1 .. In ord~r to convert the 
• ~ <a. ,. 
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rate data into conversion data, we simply integrate the rate da~a using 
), . 

any standard numerical integration routine. In Appendix II we tabulate 

Lucidol's suspension calorimetric data. 

Th~ following Table contains information concerning the chemical 

names of the initiators used by Lucidol as, well as the temperature levels 

a t which the experiments were carried out. 

CHEMICAL NAME Cct+1ERCIAL NAME TEMP °c ' 

Di-(secbutyl)-~oxydicarbonate so, SS 

Di -. (2-ethyl-hexyl) -peroxydicarbonate 
. -

Acetyl-cyclo-hexylsulfony1 p~roxide 

L-225 

L-223M75 

L-228P 

50, 55 

'45, SO" 5S 

\ 

\ ' 

All the conversion-time curves obtained after the numerical integratiDn 
~ \, 

\ 

are given in Figures, 16, 17 and ~8. 
~ 

The levels of the initiator concen-
" 

" trations are expressed on a pure basis" Le. parts of pure initiator per 

~100 parts of.monomer {phm). 

111.2 'P~lliTER ESTIMATION 
~' 

The model developed by Abdel-Alim and,Hamielec C40) requires the 
, Y' '. . 

. .. 
estimation of a number of parameters. , A$ present~d in equations C~1-31). 
• ,..' '. \I 

. (II ~ 32) ~ ,en --33) .. ~~r·(II -40), . there are sev,en groups of parameters that ... '.", .. 

have to be~,~;bJ"i{~d: r. f. k~. PK• ~c. <M and the rah~ \rk~ ~ as 

defrned in Section I I. 

; 
j 

I 
r 
I 

" 

" . 
" 
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To establish 'some ot these parameters, Abdel-Alim and Hamielec 

used the single initiator AIBN, whose characteristics are well known, 

Ckd is the same for many different solvents), and performed isothermal 

experiments at 30°, 50° and 70 0 e. Analyzing their data(40) they 

obtained estimates for the 'four parameters P, xc' ~ and ~k'tM~. The 

expression; for these parameters are given;n the following Table. 
I 

Parameter 

P' 

x c 

• I . , 

~~ 

Temperature Dependence T in °e. 

30° 50° 70° 

23.0 22.7 16.7 

0.86 2.0 x 10- 3 . T 

O 0725 " ,[-1718 (1 l)J 
. . exp R 273.15+T - 323.16 . 

. g mol·s
ID. It 

-3 . ~ 5444 . 1 1 
1. 098 x 10 exp [ R (273 16+T - 323.16)] , . 

From the .abo~ve four parameters, xc' ~ arid, kPJk~ ~ 'are l.J:ldependent of . 

i 
l 

, , 
I· 
I 
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th £ . .. ,.. d d f h d f . Th th e type 0 InItlator use an 0 t e egree 0 converSIon. us e 
, 

above expressions can be used for any initiator. TIle remaining parameter, 
, ~ 

P, together with f, kd and PK' depend on the typo of initiator used and 

therefore they have to be estimated separately for each type of ini tia-

tor. 

To obtain the parameter estimates that would give the <be.st stat

istical fit of the model to the experimental data, we used UWHAUS, a 

nonlinear leas t squares routine. . 'The method used is briefly described 
~ ," 

in Appendix I. The parameter estktes c~puterr by the least squares 

rout~~ are tabulated in Tables 9, 10 and 11. Table 9 includes the 

estimates obtained usin{ the rate data provided by Lucidol. Table 10 

shows the estimates obtained using the conversion data calculated from 

the rates. 

~ 
A careful examina !ion of both Tables shows that: 

(a) Comparing the estimates one by one, we sep that estirflated para

meters from both ~ate and conversion data are comparable., . 
f 

(b) The fourth parameter, the partition coefficient PK' is always 

less than one, notab~y between 0.2 and O.S in most of the cases. lhis 

As we can see from the Tables of Correlations Of Appendix I, 
• /> 

some of the parameters are highly correlated between the~, therefore 

the estimates ill some cases have broad confidence limits. In an effort ". . 
to reduce the correlations between the paramet~rs we decided to minimize 

. 
the' nunber of pilrameters that have to be estimated. So~ even though 

, ". 
i" 



TABLE 9 

rW~IEn~R ESTIMATION * 

** 
Initiator % Temp. P f kd 

o( 

.1 50 - . - -
L.P. j 

1 5S - - -
, 

. - • ~ 
- --

1 35 - - -
L-229 

1 40 - - -
, I 

, 

.075 SO 33.10 ! .• S6 4.706 
L-225 • , 

~ 

.05 5S 27.48 .62 11.981 
>-

.065 50 34.79 , .57 4.085 . 
L-22~175 

.075 55 27.40 .56 7.513 
. 

lor 

.1 4S " 12.65 .56 11.561 

L*228P 
.04~, 5'0 , 18.75 .81 20.23.0, . , 
:-015 55 12.65 .58 29.560 

* Estimates based on and calculated from ra'te data. 

** k . lOS sec- 1 
d 
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PK 

-

-

-

-

0.318 

0.516 

.640 

.723 

.472 \ 
,435 

.659 

, 
~ 

s' " . 

.. '-. 
I 
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TABLE 10 

* PAJWvIETER ESTIMATION 

** 
• Initiator % Temp. P f kd PK °C 

1 SO 28.90 .60 .301 ' .296 
1. P. 

1 5S 23.50 .62 .658 .453 

1 - ,35 29.31 .59 .790 .356 
L-229 ( 

'1 40 19.52 .60 1.392 .127 

. 075 50 40.-91 . .49 5.374 .176 
L-225 

.05 S5 I 26.91 .49 11. 941 .377 , 

, 

.065 ' 50 34.01 .45 2.615 .101 
L- 22:2vf7S 

.075 5S 32.66 .47 5.395 .164 

.1 4S 13.24 .51 10.88 .453 
. 

17.35 19.58 .335 L- 2J'8P .D45 50 .84 . 
" . 

'" .. 075 5S 15.76' .54 32.27 .220 
, 

. -, 

r 

'Ie • 

Estimates based on and calculated from conversion data 

.' ** k . 105 sec-1 
d 

/ 

) 



~' TABU; 11 

* PAlWU;I'ER ESTIMATION 

'*.* . 
Ini tiator 0 Tcmp P f kd -'0 

°C , 

1.0 50 31. S6 .59 .285 
L.P 

• 
1.0 5S 20.57 .63 .611 . 

'. 
.62P' 1.0 3S 21. 23 ' .59 . 

L-229 • 
1.0 40 24.54 . ~)O 1.321 

I 

) , 

. 07S 50 . . 31.90 .45 5.602 
,L- 225 

.05 S5 32.10 .46 10.650 
-

/. 

.065 50 3~.8l .47 3.636 
L-223M75 e, 

'\."' 

.075 S5 29.67 .46 fl·888 

.10 45, J 3.14 .59 8.01 

L-328P .045 50 13.84 .37 , 15.92 
v 

.075 S5 14.38 .33 33.S7 
, 

* Estimates calculated from conversion data. Elbminated one 

of thc parameters by settin~PK =,1.0. 

5 -1 ** k . 10 sec d 

8S 
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there is a definite preference of the initiator fQr the polymer phase, 

we decided t~ keep PK constant. By setting PK = 1.0 we as~ume eve~ 

distribution of the initiator between the two,phases and at the same 

time we have to estimate only 3 parmneters'now, namely P, f and kd . 

Table 11 shows these estimates which are very similar ~o the estimates 

86 

of Tables 9 and 10. The correlations between the parameters are somehow 

lower now, but still remain relatively high. The high cOITelation bet-

weyn P and f is reduced significantly in the case of L.P.O. but at the 

same time the correlation between f and kd remains high, something 

expected because of the way f and k4 are linked in tlle model. 

Figures 14 and IS show the experimental results obtained at 

McMaster University. Figures 16, 17 and 18 show the conversion-time his-

tories obtained after the numerical integration of Loucidol's calorimetric 
• I;" 

data. 111e solid lines represent the model simul~tion curves. As can 

be seen, tllere is a' good agreement between experimental points and model 

predictior\ up to high conversions., , 

, 
In the following pages we tabulate the parameters that were 

estbnated by using UMiNUS for each individual initiator. In the srune 

tables'we give the_exact experimental conditions as well as the confi

dence limits for each, estimated parameter. From the est,ima ted kd 

values for at least two different temperature .levels we are able to 
.'"' \ 

calculate the activation ,#rgies E and the frequency factors, and 

include them in the~ tables. Figure 18A cO.ntains the Arrhenius curves. 
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T °C 

-50 

, " 
TABLE 12 . 

Experimental Conditions and Parameter Estimates 

for Lauryl Peroxide 

-~ , 

C1 fOltH P 'f 
0 

l~. 10-
2 31. 56 ± 4.3 0.63 ± 0.07 

2.51 0: 10::- 2 20.57. ± 2.7 0.59 ± 0.08 

) 

, 90 

5 -1 
kdx10 sec . 

.285 ± 0.023 

.611 ± 0.037 55 ( 
'~l / ' - - - 2.83 * 

. 

75' - - - 12.03 * 

. 
1017 -1 E = 33.350 kcal/gmol A = 1.02 x sec 

" 

'TABLE 13 . 
It ' 

Exp tIC d't' d P E erunen a on 1 ,ons an ;:::er 'stlJ1lates .-

( for L-22 } 

- "'--' , 

T °c CI groo1/ t p f k 'lOS -1 
0 cl sec 

'" J> 

135 3.49 x 10- 2 24.5 ± 8.2 .60 :!: 0.16 1. 461 + 0.396 -
4'0 3.49 x 10- 2 11. 2, ± 3.,4 .59 ± 0.08 1.571 ± 0.187 

'\. , . 
, '" 

* Datu provided by N. Fisher, JUlone Poulenc In~ustries"Aubervillers, 
France: 

'0 
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TABLE 14 
r::.r,) 

Experimental Conditions and Parameter 

Estimates for L-223M75 
. , 

~ 

, \J 

k X!zG5 -1 T °C C1 gmo1/tt P f sec 
0 d 

J 
50 .L88~ 33.81 ± 3.1' 0.47 ± 0.06 3.636 ± 0.213 . 
55 

- 3 29.67. ± 2.3 0.46 0.06 6 .. 888 0.398 2.17 x 10 ± ± 
\ . 

V " 
. 

1017 -1 
E := 26,. g' kcal/ gmo1 A = 2.124 x h 

TABLE IS 

Experimental Conditions and Parame~er 

~. Estimates for L-225 
'I>- • 

T 0(: CIa grnol/.tt P f 5 -1 
.kdxlO ,sec 

\ 

.. r 

50. 3.201 x 10- 3 32.10 ± 4.10 0.45 i.0.06 5.602 ± 0.345 , 

55 2.130 x 10~3 31. 90 ± 2.70 0.46 ± 0.05 10.650 ± 0.568 

Jr- E = 27.1 kca1/ grool A = 4.105 x,1017 h-1 
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T °c 
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43 

SO 

52 

E 

TABLE 16 

Experimental Conditions and Parameter-Estimates 

for L-228P 

, 

• 

• 

•• 

CIa gmol/f.t p, f. .k
d 

x 105 sec 

. 
4.5 x 10- 3 13.14 ± 1.8 .59 ± 0.08 8.01 

2.02 x 10-3 13.84 ± 2.1 .37 ± 0.06' 15.92 , 

3.37 . -3 
x 10 '14.38 ± 2.1 .33 ± 0.03 33.57 

- - - 4.583 * 
- - - 14.722 * AI" 

- - - . 19.638 * 
I 
I 
I 

32:133 kca1/grno1 A ::1 8.28 x 1017 -1 = . sec 

h 

92 
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* ThIta provided by N. Fisher, Rhone Poulenc Industries, Auhcrvilliers, 
France. 
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III. 3, N(1.JISanU~RNAL CONDITIONS 

After we have obtained the parameter estimates and have estab-

lished the Arrhenius equat.ions for each individual initiator, we arc 

now ill a pos it,ion to test how the model perfonns LUldcr nonisothenna1 

condi tions. 

In order to test the model, we follow the same experimental 

procedure. After the ampoules are loaded with initiator and VCM and 

scaled, they are placed in a constant temperature bath where the 

temperature is kept at 60°C ± O.loC for 90 minutes. They are then 

transferred to another constant te~)erature bath kept at 50°C, until 

high conversions are obtained. The experbnental data obtained are 

shown in Figure 17. They are in good agreement with the model predic

tions represented by the solid lines. TIle initiator used was Lauryl 

Peroxide. 

The model predictions were obtained by using the following 

expressions for the parameters: 

CI = 2.51 x 10- 2 grool/it 
o 

f :; 0.60 

PK was held Constant and equal to 1.0 

93 
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I r 1. 4 ~1ln.:fI PtE fNITIA'Itm SYS'ffi.l<;. 

As outlined in Part I I. it is ~ by combining two or 

more initiators to obtain linear conversion curves. 

• 
Using the correct amolmts of ini'tiators, Lucidol were able to 

conduct two experiments at 50°,£ and 55°C that yielded linear conver· 

sron·time histories. 111e two initiators used were L-22~75 and L-228P. 

By using the pararreters estimated previously, the experimental data 

were simUlated by using Abdel-Alim's mod~l. 

In fi~lre 20, two linear conversion curves are shown. The 

sol id lines represent the siJTn.lla tion curves as calculated by the model. 

The rode1 parameters used arc the same as tabulated in Tables 14 and 

'16 for 50° and 55°C. 

III.S DISCU~SlON 

After analyzing a wide variety of experimental results, we are 

now in a position to evaluate the signi ficance Df the data reported 

herein for Abdel-Al im' s model. 

(a) TI1e new data ohtained for L1uryl Peroxide arc very reasonable 

9S 

and Alxlel-Alim's model fits the experimental data very well. 11lC 

kd values estimated by UWHAUS are in excellent agreement With data 

obtained from Rhone·Poulenc, France. As shown in the Arrhenius 

diagram (Figure 18A) all four kd's are practically on the same 

straight line. This enables us to calculate the act\vation 

energy E, and the frequency factor A, (by 1ioear regression), 
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or. 

-", . 

--) 

'. 

, 
\(' 

(b) 

(c) 

• 
and present ~hef(l in the fonn of an Arrhenius equa.tion: 

1 

kd = 1. 02 x 1017 exp(·33R~SO) (T in OK) , 
'\ 

For the commercial initiators L-223 and L-22S, Lucido!" s data 
" 

were analyz~d and from the estimated kd values the activation 

energy and frequ!rtcy factor for each initiator were Calculated. 
f ' 

. 
TIle calculated activq.tion energies are comparable to the va1ue~ 

reported by Ltlcidol. Lucidol tillS obtained the uecomposition rate 

constants (kd) from decomposition data in organic solvents. The 

Table below compares activation energie~~_ 

, , 

INITIATOR , ACTIVATION ENERGY E .. ,- '" 

Present (..ucidol 's (4?) 
work 

Di-(sec-butyl)-peroxydicarbonate 27.1 27.0 in O.M.S'. 
CL- 22.5) 

Di-(2~ethyl-hexyl)-peroxydicarbonate 26.9 
(L-223M75) 

. 

30.0 in O.M.S. 

TIle experimental data for ACSP (L-228P) are again reasonahle 

and, the kef values estimated by UWlIAUS a;e very comparable to the 
.. 

Rhcme-Poulenc data as shown in Table 16. Again by lin~ar regre.S
;/ 

s~on we obt<tined the activation 'energy E and frequency factor A 
\ , 

~ shown 
-" '. in the following J\trhcnius equa tion: 

) 
F 

k 8 28 1017 (-32,133) 
d. "'. . exp RT . 

(d), In the case of L- 229, which is a much more "active" initiator, 

compareq ,to Lauryl peroxide, we encountered son~ experimental 

, 
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, 
problems, Because of the high ,decomposition rate constant of L-229, 

small amounts were required (5-IO mg) and even at low reaction temp

'eratures, high reaction rates and low reproducibi li ty of the experi

mental results was a (PrJoblem, Addi tionaUy, high correlat ~n5 of the 

est~ed parame~ead to broad confidence 1 imi ts, and lower accuracy, 
( 

111erefore we do not intend to propose an Arrhenius equation for L-229. 

e) In the case of PVC, it has been 'e;tabl ished (40) that trans'fer to 

monomer is the dominant transfer reaction, therefore, nonisothermal 

conditions is the only simple way to modify molecular weights and obtain 

wider molecural weight distributions. TIle method'is extens i vely appU ed , 
'in industry and the ability of the model to predict conversions, given 

any type of; reaction temperature profile, is considered to be a positive 

feature. ~, 

f) ~Ll tiple initiator systems help further Improve the efficiency of 

the batch process, In the case of two initiators, a fast initiator is 

used to accelerate the first stages "of the reaction and when the fast 

• initiator is consumed, the second one, usually a slower initiator, 
:0 

cont inues the reaction until high conversions, The abil i ty of the 

simulation' program to handle practically any number of initiators~ 

any temperature level is considered as an additional advantage. 

We fina~y believe that by proposing new Arrhenius equations for 

commercial initiators and establishing a good performance of the model 

under~honisothennal conditions and by using multiple ini tiator systems 
\ 8 

. we have contributed to the recognition of the validity and applicabili ty 

of the model in a wide range of conditions. 

/ 
l-...... 
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~ 
I II. 6 Summal)' and conclusions. 

After a number of preliminary experiments,isothenmal expe-

riments were performed using glass ampoules.lwo commercial 

initiators wcre used and the data obtained,together with Lu-. 

"cidol's data we're analyzed. 

By fitting the model response to the experimental points 

l~ing a special nonlinear regrcssion routine,parametcr value~ 

were estimated and found to be in good'~g~cement with values 
( 

published'ln the Ii tcratur.e. Subsequently ,nonisot~,ennal expe-

riments were perfonned and the nonisotheDM-l data together 

with Lucidol's isothermal data for mUltiple initiator systems 
, , 

were simulated using ''the model. 

Both cases are of industrial interest. Nonisothermal condi-

tions are neces,sary in order ,to develop ncw molecular weight re

cipes. Multiple initiator systems,properly designed,heip 

reduce batch times,improve process control and maximize heat 

removal. In Part II .we give a simplc method to calculate the 

initiator concentrations necessary to obtain constant reacti-

on rates. 

In both cases ,the model predictions were in good agreement 

with experimental results,thus indicating that the model has 

a wiele range of applicability that may be extended to noniso-

thermal conditions and multiple initiator systems. 
1 
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Parameter estimation enabled us to propose new Arrhenius 

equations, for two widely used corrunercial initiators. 
«' 

We believe that the accuracy of the model is sufficient 

for industrial appl icat ions. 

Addjtional molecular ,weight measurements are necessary 

in order to establish the validity of the model molecular 

weight predictions by comparing them with experimental 

resul ts. 

f 
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APPENDIX 

I .. 
Statistical Analysis 

To develop a model that describes the true mechanism of the re-

action would be very complIcated and difficult ,~. therefo,re we beUeve 

that a good pracdcal model is one that is capable of predicting satis--, 
factorily conversion and molecular weights. Such a model would include 

parameters that are to be estimated from ex~rimerital data. 111e present 

section deals with the mathematical technique of model fitting. 

From the previously described model we see that we have to 

estimate the following parameters: P, PK, f and kd , which vary from 

initiator to initiator. Sincc'the model is nonlinear th~ parameter 

e,stimates are obtaineu using a nonlinc~r least squarc5 regression rou-

tine. 

We assum~ that the present model may be written as: 

o 

where y is the vector of observations, x is the matrix of the indcpen-
. 

dent variables~ @ is the vector of parameters and ~ the vect.or of lUl-

observable errors; n is the expected value of y (as calculated by 

using the model in this case). If'm is the mUllber of ob~rvations, tJlen 

for the uth observation we have: 
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:;: 

u :;: 1, .... , m 

We now make the [allowing aSSlmlptions (which in our c(lse arc usually 

true): 

f) 

,1') 'l11e model is correct, i.e. 11:: E(y). 

2) 'I11C settings of the independent variables arc fixed known values. 

3) '. 111e en-ors ~ arc independent random vari~bles, nonnally distri

buted and with expected value equal to zero. 

As we sec, the model contains k independent variables and p parameters 

to be es t1m..1 ted. 

I f we call ~he quant i ty~ 

n 2 
\' [y - n (x , s) 1 
L u .\.-u 

u=l 

the sum of squares of the residuals, (SSR) , thG.l least squares estimates 

of the p. parameters, is the choice of @ values that minimize this Slun. 

107 

It is mathematically possible to obtain explicit expressions [Qr the para-

meter values if the model I.:is linear. In the case of a nonlinear model, 

we have to use a search routine. 

The metho~l followed here is the one known as !11e"l'-larquardt 1 S 

• Method,,(49). TIlis is a combination or "compromise" between the method 

of steepes't descent and the linearizatioll method and makes use of the 
, (48) .. 

advantages of hath previous me-thods . 



Expanding the model in T<tylor series about some ini tia 1 guessed 

values 80 for the parameters we get: 

;::: ( ~ o) Tl x , 
U 

g l d (x , B)] 
+ 2. n u (8. 

i=l dB- 1 
1 0 

~ B. 
1 

( 
I 

whb 'K includes all the nonlinear tenns. 

Assuming tha t the nonlinear terms K ~.y he 
an 
(lSi 

rna tion and by de fining 

= 0 I x~ n Tl + 
U u 

i=l 
IU 

0 
+ - I x? 8~ or Yu 

::: 
Tlu 

i=l 
IU 1 

and finally fOF the Residuals 

1 a 
B -

I 

o~ 
1 

+ [, 

~ 

:: x? . 
lU 

u 

neglected 

and 6~ 
1 

, 
as a 

::: 8. 
1 

RO ::: - 0 I. x~ o~ + t:u u :;; 1, ... n yu Tlu 
::: 

U IU 1 i=l 

or in rna trix fonn 

;::: + 

+ K 

first approxi-

8? 
1 

we have: 

and i· ::: 1 •... ,p 
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which is the linearized fonn of our model. For this linear model, from 

the theory of linear models we readily have an expression for ~o as given 

- (48) In : 

= 0 , 0 
X R 

1 

• 
\. 
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where A. is a positive constant and I is the identity matrix 

0' 0 In the above expression the term AI X R represents the steepest 

descent part of the method. 

So, for ,\ ~ «> the method reduces to steepest descent only 

[or " It " It 1 i nea r i za t i on on 1 y . 

After we obtaln the 60
: B 1 = SO + 6° - - is the improved guess for the 

parameter vector. The iteration continues until ~ converge.? withlfi 

s\ecifiec! limi ts, or the SSR remains tmchanged. 

I 

I 'The routine that perfonns the above calculations is called 

~ lVe usually start the calculations with a relatively large value 

of ,\ thot is divided by a constant munber, i.e. decreased after each 

iteration. 'This means that in the first few iterations the steepest 

descent method dominates. 111is is desirable because from theory we know 

that the steepest descent method always moves tm"arLis the right solution, 

regardless of how bad the initial guesses arc. As the numher of iterat-

ions increases, the contribution of the linearization method hecomes 

higher) because this' method converges fas ter at the eno. 

The l/WHAUS routine also calculates variances and confidence 

limits. So the estimated variance-covariance matrLx of the parameters 

is given by: 

Estimated var(@) = = 

where 52 is an estimate of r/ (is the variance of the observations) . 

109 
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• The approximate individual confidence limits for the parameters > 

(on linear hypothesis) are: 

± t() • rt i .. S2 
f)-P ,a/2 1 ... 

where t 
(1)-p) ,(liz is the value of the stlJdent distrihution for (f)-p) 

degrees of freedom at the level of significance (obtained from 

tahle~) . 

TIle approxImate correlation matrLx for the estimated parmneters 

(again on linear hypothesis) is given by: 

Ci' 
J 

We see if rio is close to one, this means that the parruneters 8· and 8· 
J 1 J 

are highly correlated. 

The following are tables of the correlations and the SSR for 

each initiator at two or tJrree different temperature level:; . 

/ 

• 

t 
l 

it 
I 
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TABLE OF CORRELATI ONS 1 

(BASED ON RATE DATA) 

rnilia~or Temp.oC P £ ; 
K{ P

K 

" 
P 1.000 

~ .. 
f ~.9899 1.000 

Kd .9578 -.9889 1.000 
• L- 2~3 56 

P
K 

.5955 -.5479 .4869 1.000 

l 
P 1.000 

~ 
.~:; 

f -.9982 1. 000 
L-223 55 

Kd .1706 -.2208 1.000 . 

P
K .8338 -.8109 -.1183 1.000 

r 

, 

P 1. 000 , 

• 
f> , -.9989 1. 000 

L-225 50 . Kd ~ .8883 -.8869 1.000 

p' > 
K .8522 -.8477 .6894 1. 000' 

, 
). . ,> 
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TABLE OF CORRELATI<l'JS 2 

(BASED ON RATE DATA) 

InItiator Temp.oC P f Kd P
K 

\ 

i 
P 1.000 

f -.9995 1. 000 
L-22S SS 

K d 
-.0619 .05S9 1.000 

PK 
.8737 -.8656 .0132 1.000 

0 

P 1.000 
• .. I 

, . 
f -.9996 1.000 

L-228P 4S 
K .8883 -.8869 1.000 d 

~22 ) P
K -.8477 .6894 1.000 

J" 
\ 

...r- -~ 

. P 1.000 
"-

f -.9994 1.000 
L-228P ~ 50 

K .8935 -.8943 1.000 
d· 

P
K -.9012 .9020 -.9994 1.000 

\ 
j 

~ 
. 
'1 

1 

P 1. 006 
I 

L-228P S5 
f -.9994 1.000 

, 
.! , 

\ K .8263 -.8207 1.000 d 

P
K 

.9163 -.9108 .8588 1.000 
, 

" \ 
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TABLE OF CORRELATIONS 3 

(BASED ON CONVERSION DATA.) 

" 
, 

Initiator Temp.oC P f Kd P 
K . 

0 

P 1.000 
. 

f -.9327 1.000 
L-223 SO 

\i .8832 -.9923 1.000 

P
K 

.8709 -.9617 .9731 1. 000 

• 
P 1.000 

f -.9679 1.000 
L-223 55 

-.945? Kd .8076 1.000 

P
K 

-.5830 .7194 -.6330 1.000 
, 

P 1.000 

/ f -.8339 1.000 
L-225 50 I K .2438 -.7257 1.000 

d 

P
K 

-.0927 .3429 -.3081 1.000 

P 1.000 

f -.9967 1.000 
L-225 55 . 

.. Kd .0205 -.9502 1. 000 . 
/ 

0 

~K ' -.8541 .8711 - .7730 1.000 
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TABLE OF CORRElATIONS 4 

(BASED ON COINERSION DATA.) 

Initiator Temp.oC P f Kd P
K 

.. 
P 1.000 ~, r--f -.9970 1.000 

L-228P 45 
Kd .9823 -.9872 1. 000 

I 

P
K 

-.0238 .0963 -.0848 1.000 

/ 

P 1.000 

I 
f -.9843 1.000 

L-228P 50 Kd .9352 -.9505 1.000 
, . 

PK 
-.4368 .5860 .5877 1.QOO 

- P '1. 000 

f -.9558 1.000 
L-228P 55 

Kd .9228 -.9404 1.000 

P 
K -.5455 .7580 !...7369 1.000 

1 
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TABLE OF CORRElATICNS 5 

MSEO ON 3 Es:.rn.1i\TEO PARAMETERS 

Initiator Temp. °C P f 

p 1.000 
, 

:.1916 f 1.000. 
L.P 50 

kd -.0929 -.9191 

" 

.P l.D-OO , 
, 

L.P SS f -.3410 LOOO 

.; kd .2270 - .0320 
< 

I -

P l.000, 
'- L-229 3S 

f -.9793 1.000 -

kd .8934 .9894 

D 
~ .P 1.000 

L-229 40 f -.0108 1.000 

kd -.2198 - .9726 
-

. kd 

1.000 

1.000 

, 

1.000 

1.000 

... 

" 

~ 

r 

1 

. , . 
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TABLE OF CORRELAT!CJ.JS 6 

BASED ON 3 ESTlMA TED PAIWvffiTERS 

. , 

, 
Initiator Temp. °C P f kd 

. 
.. P 1,.000 

" 
, 

{ - .. 9 88" 1.000 
L-223 50 

"'-. kd .9606 -.9712 1.000 
"-...,.. 

" 
-, 

. . ' 

P 1.000 

L-223 55 £. -.9527 1.000 
\ . 

\ .8011 -.9158 l. 000 ' kd \ 
\ 

..,,; 

. ! 
I 

7 
, / .. 

1.000 

A ,L-225 50 -.8412 1.000 '" 

. kd " 
.1510 - .6575 -1. 000 

. 

I 
I ," 

d !p , 
1.000 ... 

\ 

'r 

, "'55,/ I 
L- 225 . f '.8796 . 1. 000 

,V/ kd .8126 " '~.8038 1.000 

I 

J 
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TABLE OF CORREI.ATHNS 7 

BASED ON 3 ESTIMATED PARAMETERS 

. 
Initiator Temp. °C P f kd 

, 

P 1.000 

L-228P 45 f -.9189 1.000 

kd .9548 -.9632 1.000 

~ . , 
P 1.000 

L-228P 50 f -.9375 1.000 

kd .9188 -.8924 1.000 . 
, , ~ .. 

( I 

p 1. 000' 

L-228P 55 f -.9252 1.000 

" kd .7713 -.7144 1.000 

~ .. 

... 
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VINYL CHLORIDE SUSPENSION POLYMERIZATION 

AND AlITOClAVE RFAC1DR RESULTS. 

Calculation of Rate of Polymerization I 

Based on a total charge of 200 g vinyl chloride in the 

autoclave reactor and assuming that the heat of polymerization M1 = p 

23 kc81/mol, the tO)81 heat liberated at 100% conversion is 73,600 

cals. 

Rate of polymerization = Y cals/min. 

Y cals/min = Y ca1s x 60 mins x 100% 
min Ih· 73,6pO cals 

= y x 8.lS x 10- 2 ,%/h 

Note: 

All initiator concentratiqns are expressed on a pure basis. 

, - . , 

119 • 
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VINYL CHLORIDE SUSPENSION'POLYMERIZATION .. 
0.065 PHM LUPERSOL 223 AT SO°C, 

, Time Rate Time Rate 
(mins) ,(CaFslMin) (mins) . (Cals7Min) 

4S 18 190 158 
SO 39 . 200 158 
5S 40 , 210 163 
60 56 

, 
220 140 

65 52 * 230 129 
70 59 240 143 
75 69 250 144 
80 75 260 154 
85 72 

. 
270 158 " 

90 87 280 157 
95 93 290 167 

100 95 306 175 
105 100 310 174 
110 lO2 320 178 
115 ' 101 330 195 
120 113 « 340 194 
125 I '114 350 201 
~130 127 360 2£16 
135 132 370 212 
140 126 380 22~ 
145 133. 390 225 \ 

150 135 400 230 
155 131 410 233 
160 139 , 420 235 
170 145 . 430 216 

. 180 142 v 440 226 

, 
-. 

). • Approximately 80% conversion 

. \ 
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VINYL CmnRIDE SUSPrnsIQ'1 POLY?>!ERI ZAT~ON 

0.075 PUM UJPERSOL 223 AT 55°C 

1 
Time Rate' Time Ra.te V 

, r (CaISlMin) (mins) 

74 .10 190 

20 12 200 

(WS7~2 

196 \ 
202 '--

.. 30 30 210 206 

40 58 * 220 v 216 

SO 84 230 , 220 
<1 

60 110 250 228 
"4 

70 132 260 . :236 

80 154 27.,0 238 

90 158 280 248 

100 164 290 , 256 ( 

110 174 . " 300 260 
-.... 120 186 31 or·' 272 

, 
" 

130 160 320 276 

140 168 330 282 

150 170 340 276 

160 174 350 278 
.J 

170 -'186 360 222 

180 190 370 132 

¥~--------------------~----------~--~----~ /' 
" 

* Pressure drop, begins. ~ 

\ 
I ( 

l 
r' 
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VINYL CHLORIDE SUSPfNSIQ.'J POLY1-!ERI ZATION 
c 

0.075 PI'N LUPERSOL 225 AT 50°C 

Time Rate Time, Rate 
(mins) (Cals/Min) (mins) (Cals/Min) 

, 30 . 34 170 242 

40 72 180 248 

50 98 190 260 

60 124 200 264 

70 142 210 276 

80 148 220 282 

90 190 230 284 

100 198 240 300 

110 208' 250 318 

120 238 260 334 

130 244 270 358 

140 232 * 280 428 
, ' 

150 236 290 452 

160 236 300 312 
l 

* Pressure drop begins. 
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Vlt\ryL OlLORIDE SUSPI::\SIO~ POLY~\IERIZATION 

O. OS HIM LUPERSOL 225 AT 55°C 

Time Rate Time Rate 
(mliiS) (Cals/f.iin) (nuns) (Cals/Min) 

10 106 150 274 

20 104 160 274 

30 138 170 282 

40 180 180 282 

50 200 190 288 

60 224 200 292 

70 234 210 294 

80 250 220 304 

90 250 230 310 

100 268 '* 240 322 

110 242 250 334 

120 252 260 358 

130 260 270 382 ) 280 324 

( 1 
i 

it Pressure drop begins. 
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VINYL GILORIDE SUSPFNSICN POLYNERlZATION , 

0.1 PtN UJPERSOL 228P AT 45°C 

/' 

Time Rate Time Rate 
(nrins) (CaIS?ru.n) (mins) COOs/Min) 

• 5 94 160 178 
10 98 170 172 
15 124 180 169· 
20 130 190 167 
25 140 200 170 . 
30 142 210 163 
35 168 220 160 
40 162 230 161 
4S 170 240 162 . 
50 168' 250 158 
SS 170 260 154 
60 172 \ 270 148 
65 176 280 154 
70 168 290 150 
75 174 . 300 152 
80 186 310 154 
85 188 320 155 * 
90 182 330 155 
95 182 340 166 

100 186 350 178 
lOS 186 360 182 
110 176 370 188 
115 180 380 182 
120 182 390 142 
130 177 400 106 
140 178 410 92 
150 179 420 79 

\, 

* Pressur.e drop 
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VINYL' au..oRIDE SUSPENSION POLYMERIZATIOi''1 

0.075 PHM LUPERSOL 228P AT 55°C 

Rate Time Rate 
(Cals/f.lln) , (mins) (OOs/Min) 

5 ~O2 135 228 
10 24Z ]40 230 
IS 206 145 230 
20 222 150 220 
.25 244 , 160 217 
30 238 170 202 
35 244 1'8'0 207 
4'0 ;. 2~2 190 203 
45 250 200 192 
50 '"258 210 184 
55 Il258 220 180 
60 256 . 225 170 * 
6S 260 230 148 
70 2'58 235 150 
75 260 240 . 14/Y-

I ' 80 256 250 148 
85 256 . 260 142 
90 252 270 146 
95 252 , 280 132 

.100 250 290 134 
105 248 300 124 
110 248 ,310 126 
ll5 242 320 120 
120 . .' ,246 330 114 
125 I!.f, 238' 340 110 
130 232 

* Pressure drop 

126 
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VINYL CHLORIDE SUSPENSIOl'J POLYMERIZATION 

0.03 FHM LUPERSOL 228P + 0.035 PII>1 LUPERSOL 223 AT SOD C 

Time Rate I Time Rate 
Cmins) (Gals/Min) (mins) (CililMin) 

10 290 165 214 
15 132 170 228 
20 164 175 216 
25 174 180 220 
30 192 185 222 
35 194 190 216 
40 204 195 214 
45 202 200 224 
SO 212 205 214 o 

S5 216 210 216 , 
60 r 220 215 224 
65 

. 224 220 210 
70 218 225 216 
75 216 230 214 
80 21,8 235 ·208 
85 220 240 232 
90 224 i 245 222 
95 226 i 250 236 

100 208 255 226 . 
105 212 260 228 
110 246 265 246 
115 230 270 240 
120 244 275 234* 
125 244 280 240 
130 240 285 228 
135 228 290 232 
140 216 295 232 
145 214 300 222 
150 206 305 212 
155 228 310 20,8 
160 218 

*Pressure drop begins 
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VINYL Cm.,o'RIOE SUSPENSIQ.'J POLYMERIZATION 

0.035 Pt~ LUPERSOL 228P + 0.035 PHM LUPERSOL 223 ~ 55°C 

, . 
Time Rate Time Rate 

(mins) (cals/Min) (mins) (Cals!Min) } 
.~ < 

5' 30 110 264 
10 368 120 262 

\ 

15 246' 130 277 
20 272 140 283 . 

25 266 150 257 

30 284 160 268 
'" '6 

J ,()286 
, 

35 296 170 
'v , 

.40 296 180 295 I 
I 

\> , 

45 284 190 294 1 

50 294 200 303 
55 290 210 306 * 
60 304 220 291 

65 1306 230 284 
70 304 240 281 1 

~ 

80 307 250 268 • 
~ 90 277 260 196 
~ 

100 260 270 
~ 

184 1 
. ~ ; 

* Pressure drop begins. 




